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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure relates to an apparatus and a method
for transmitting muting information in a wireless commu
nication system , and to an apparatus and a method for

acquiring channel state using same. In an exemplary
embodiment, muting information includes: a first data field ,
having a serving cell for receiving from peripheral cells in

a multi- cell environment, at least one of a CSI -RS pattern ,
the number of CSI-RS antenna ports , a CSI-RS duty cycle ,
and CSI-RS transmission subframe offset information, and
using same for expressing the cycle and the offset of muting
subframes , which pertain to information on a resource block
that can generate interference between the peripheral cells
and CSI-RS ; and a second data field for to expressing a

specific muting pattern , which must be muted within the

muting subframes, having either 12 bits or 28 bits that

display muting application in a bitmap format.
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[0007] At this point, a CRS is differently allocated and
transmitted according to time/frequency with respect to each

AND APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

4 antennas , according to 4 , which is the maximum number

ACQUIRING CHANNEL STATE USING
SAME

of antenna ports supported at downlink of an LTE system .
[0008 ] A next generation communication technology
under development such as LTE - A may support up to 8
antennas for downlink . Accordingly, a CRS which is cur
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BACKGROUND
Field

[0002] The embodiment of the present invention relates
generally to a wireless communication system , and specifi
cally to a method and an apparatus for performing muting
for all or a partial resource region in a resource space
(PDSCH , Physical Downlink Shared Channel) for data

transmission of a serving cell so as to avoid interference

from a neighboring cell at the time of allocating a resource
of a channel state information - reference signal (hereinafter

referred to as " CSI-RS ” ) in a wireless communication

system , and using muting information for muting .

Discussion of the Background
[0003 ] As a communication system develops, consumers
variety of wireless user equipments .

such as enterprises and individuals come to use a wide

10004 ] The current mobile communication system takes
an advance from a service mainly devoted to a sound to a

communication system with high speed and a large capacity
that can transmit/receive various data such as videos , wire
less data . A technical development for transmitting data with

rently defined only for 4 antennas has a limit for identifying
channel information at the time of downlink transmission .
Therefore , a reference signal, called as a CSI -RS (Channel
State Information -Reference Signal; hereinafter referred to

as 'CSI-RS '), has been newly defined for identifying chan

nel state information for up to 8 antennas.
[0009 ] In other words, a communication system using up

to 8x8 multiple -input 2 .5 multiple - output (MIMO ) antennas
for both the transmitter and the receiver is under discussion .

Further, a user equipment should transmit different CSI-RSs

per respective antenna ports or layers receiving /transmitting
signals . However, while a basic definition and overhead for
a CSI-RS are currently being defined , a method for allocat
ing and transmitting a corresponding CSI-RS pattern to each
resource region per antenna /base station (cell) and transmit
ting the corresponding CSI-RS pattern has not yet been
specifically defined .
[0010] Especially , in a communicating environment where
one user equipment should receive CSI-RSs from various
base stations or cells, it is likely that intervention between
CSI-RSs from different neighboring cells will occur. There
fore , this situation should also be considered .

SUMMARY
[0011 ] An aspect of the present invention is to provide an

apparatus and a method for transmitting and receiving
CSI-RSs by allocating the CSI-RS to time - frequency
resource region per antenna ports.
[0012 ] Another aspect of the present invention is to pro

vide a technology of muting so that data is not transmitted

to a CSI-RS allocate resource region of another cell when

resources of CSI-RSs are allocated for each cell.

[0013] Another aspect of the present invention is to pro
vide a technology for transmitting and receiving muting
information by generating themuting information indicating
a data muting region at the time of transmitting CSI-RSs.
[0014 ] Another aspect of the present invention is to pro
vide a technology for transmitting and receiving muting

information by generating themuting information indicating
a muting region to which data is not allocated at the time of

error which can improve system performance by minimizing

resource allocation of the corresponding cell in consider
ation of one or more of a CSI -RS pattern , the number of
CSI-RS antenna ports, a CSI -RS transmission cycle (duty

the decrease in information loss and increasing the efficiency

a neighboring cell .

a large capacity equivalent to a wired communication net

work is in demand , and a proper method for detecting an
in system transmission becomes an essential element.

0005 In addition , in various current communications
system , various reference signals have been used for pro
viding a counterpart apparatus with information on a com

munication circumstance or the like, through uplink and
downlink .
[ 0006 ] For example , in an LTE system , which is one of a
mobile communication method , a reference signal or a CRS
(Cell- specific Reference Signal), which is a reference signal,
is transmitted per subframe for identifying channel infor
mation at the time of downlink transmission .

cycle ), CSI-RS transmission subframe offset information of

[0015] Another aspect of the present invention is to pro
transmitting and receiving CSI-RSs based on the muting

vide a technology for transmitting muting information , and

information by allocating resources of the CSI-RS so that
data is not transmitted to the muting region .

[0016 ] Another aspect of the present invention is to pro

vide a technology for estimating and acquiring a channel
state by receiving muting information , and performing

decoding in consideration of a muting region based on the

muting information .
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Technical Solution

[0017] In accordance with an aspect of the present inven

tion , there is provided a method for transmitting muting

information reflecting CSI-RS intervention of a neighboring

cell by a specific cell in a multicell environment, the method

including: receiving CSI-RS information of the neighboring

cell including one or more of a CSI-RS pattern , the number

of CSI-RS antenna ports , a CSI-RS transmission cycle (duty

cycle ), and CSI-RS transmission subframe offset informa
tion , from the neighboring cell; determining a muting region

which is a time/frequency resource region that overlaps with
CSI-RSs of the neighboring cell and therefore requires

muting based on the CSI-RS information of the neighboring
cell; generating themuting information including a first data

field that indicates a cycle and an offset of muting sub
frames , each of which includes the muting region , and a
second data field that indicates a specific muting pattern in

which muting is to be performed in the muting subframes
and has one bit number among 12 bits to 28 bits , which

indicates, in a bitmap format , whether to apply muting , and

transmitting the generated muting information to the user

equipment.
[ 0018 ]. In addition , in accordance with another aspect of
the present invention , there is provided a method for acquir

Dec . 7 , 2017
information transmitter that transmits the generated muting

information to a user equipment (UE ).
[0020 ] In addition , in accordance with another aspect of
the present invention , there is provided an apparatus for
acquiring a channel state , the apparatus including: a muting
information receiver that receives muting information
including a first data field that indicates a cycle and an offset
of muting subframes from a serving cell out of two or more
cells and a second data field that indicates a specific muting

pattern in which muting is to be performed in the muting
subframes and has one bit number among 12 bits to 28 bits ,
which indicates , in a bitmap format, whether to apply
muting ; a CSI-RS receiver that receives CSI- RS signals of

the neighboring cell transmitted from a resource region of a

neighboring cell corresponding to a partial region muted

based on the muting information in a resource space for

transmitting CSI-RSs of the serving cell and data of the
a muting region in a resource space for transmitting data of
the serving cell using the muting information and identifies
a resource region for transmitting CSI-RSs of a neighboring
cell corresponding thereto ; and a channel state acquiring unit
that acquires a channel state by decoding CSI-RS signals of
serving cell; a muting region identifying unit that identifies

the serving cell and the neighboring cell considering the

ing a channel state of each cell after receiving CSI-RSs from

muting region .

two or more cells by a receiver, the method including:
receiving muting information including a first data field that
indicates a cycle and an offset of muting subframes from a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0021 ] FIG . 1 is a diagram schematically illustrating a

serving cell out of two or more cells and a second data field
that indicates a specific muting pattern in which muting is to

be performed in the muting subframes and has one bit

number among 12 bits to 28 bits , which indicates , in a

bitmap format, whether to apply muting; receiving CSI-RSS
of the neighboring cell transmitted from a resource region of
a neighboring cell corresponding to a partial region muted
based on the muting information in a resource space for

transmitting CSI-RSs of the serving cell and data of the
serving cell; identifying a muting region in a resource space

wireless communication system to which an embodiment of
the present invention is applied ;
10022 ] FIGS . 2 to 13 illustrate representative examples for

mapping CSI-RSs to one subframe. FIGS . 2 to 5 illustrate
CSI- RS patterns which are basically applied to all of FS1
(MD ) and FS2 ( TDD ) and which are for the case of a normal

CP. FIGS. 6 to 9 illustrate CSI-RS patterns which are
basically applied to all of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ) and
which are for the case of an extended CP. FIGS. 10 to 13
illustrate examples of CSI- RS patterns applied to FS2

for transmitting data of the serving cell using the muting
information and identifying a region for transmitting CSI
RSs of a neighboring cell corresponding thereto ; and acquir
ing a channel state by decoding CSI-RSs of the serving cell
and the neighboring cell considering the muting region.
[ 0019] In addition , in accordance with another aspect of

normal CPs, and FIGS. 12 and 13 are cases of extended CPs;
[0023] FIG . 14 illustrates a multicell environment to
which the present embodiment is applied ;
[0024 ] FIG . 15 illustrates a flow of a method of transmit

transmitting CSI-RS muting information , including: a neigh

embodiment;
100251. FIG . 16 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed con
figuration for steps of generating muting information in the

the present invention : there is provided an apparatus for

boring cell information receiver that receives , from one or
more neighboring cells in a multicell environment, CSI-RS

(TDD ) as additional options. FIGS. 10 and 11 are cases of

ting CSI-RS routing information according to the present

embodiment;
information of the neighboring cells including at least one of [present
0026 ] FIG . 17 is a flowchart illustrating a method of
CSI-RS transmission cycles (Duty Cycle ), and CSI-RS acquiring channel information in a user equipment using
transmission subframe offset information ; a muting region muting information according to the present embodiment;
determining unit that determines a muting region which is a [0027 ] FIG . 18 is a block diagram illustrating a CSI-RS
information transmission apparatus according to the
time/frequency resource region that overlaps with CSI-RSs muting
present embodiment;
CSI-RS patterns , the number of CSI-RS antenna ports ,

of the neighboring cell and therefore requires muting in a

resource space for transmitting data of a serving cell based
on the CSI-RS information of the neighboring cell ; a muting
information generating unit that generates muting informa
tion including a first data field which indicates the muting
region and indicates a cycle and an offset of muting sub
frames and a second data field which indicates a specific
muting pattern to bemuted in the muting subframes and has
one bit number among 12 bits to 28 bits , which indicates, in

a bitmap format, whether to apply muting ; and a muting

[0028 ] FIG . 19 illustrates an example of a data format of
muting information according to the present embodiment;

100291. FIG . 20 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
frames and resource spaces indicating a state in which

CSI-RSs of the actual serving cell is muted based on muting
information of FIG . 19 ;

[0030 ] FIG . 21 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
a channel state acquiring apparatus using muting informa
tion according to the present embodiment;
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[0031] FIG . 22 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed con -

figuration relating to steps of generating muting information

according to another embodiment of the present invention ;

[0032] FIG . 23 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
acquiring channel information in a user equipment using
muting information according to an embodiment of FIGS .

22 ; and

10033] That is, FIG . 24 illustrates an example of data

format of muting information according to an embodiment

of FIG . 22 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0034 ] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present
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(0042 ] In the present disclosure, uplink transmission and
based on a Time Division Duplex ( TDD ) scheme that
performs transmission based on different times , or based on
a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD ) scheme that performs
transmission based on different frequencies .
[0043] An embodiment of the present invention is
downlink transmission in the eNodeB may be performed

described for an example of a wireless communication

system , which may be applicable to resource allocation in an

asynchronous wireless communication scheme that evolves
through GSM , WCDMA , and HSPA , to LTE (Long Term

Evolution ) and LTE - advanced , and may be applicable to

resource allocation in a synchronous wireless communica

tion scheme that evolves to CDMA , CDMA -2000 , and

invention will be described with reference to the accompa

UMB . The present invention may not be limited or restricted

nying drawings. In the following description , the same

to a specific wireless communication scheme, and may

elements will be designated by the same reference numerals

present invention is applicable .

although they are shown in different drawings . Further , in
the following description of the present invention , a detailed

description of known functions and configurations incorpo
rated herein will be omitted when it may make the subject
matter of the present invention rather unclear.
10035 ]. In addition , terms, such as first, second , A , B , ( a ),
(b ) or the like may be used herein when describing compo

include all technical fields to which a technical idea of the
[0044] The wireless communication system to which the
embodiments of the present invention are applied may

support an uplink and / or downlink HARQ and may use a

CQI ( channel quality indicator ) for link adaptation . In addi

tion ,multiple access systems for transmitting downlink and

uplink may be different from each other. For example , a

nents of the present invention . Each of these terminologies
is not used to define an essence , order or sequence of a

multiple access system for downlink may use OFDMA
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access and a

corresponding component from other component( s ). It
should be noted that if it is described in the specification that
one component is " connected ," " coupled ” or “ joined " to
another component, a third componentmay be “ connected ,”

nication system to which an embodiment of the present

corresponding componentbut used merely to distinguish the

“ coupled ,” and “ joined ” between the first and second com
ponents , although the first component may be directly con
nected , coupled or joined to the second component.
0036 ] FIG . 1 is a diagram illustrating a wireless commu
nication system to which an embodiment of the present
invention is applied .

0037 ] The wireless communication system provides vari

ous communication services such as voice data , packet data ,
and the like .
[0038 ] Referring to FIG . 1 , the wireless communication

system may include a User Equipment (UE) 10 (hereinafter
referred to as a " UE” ) and a base station 20 (Evolved -Node

B ; hereinafter referred to as an “ eNodeB ” ). The UE 10 and

the eNodeB 20 may use a muting information generation

technology and a channel state acquiring technology using

thereof as described bellow , and the muting information

generation technology and the channel state acquiring tech
nology will be described below with reference to FIG . 2 .

[0039 ] The UE 10 in the present disclosure may be a term
including an MS (Mobile Station ), a UT (User Terminal), an
SS (Subscriber Station ), a wireless device and the like .
[ 0040 ] The eNodeB or a cellmay refer to a fixed station

where communication with the UE is performed , and may

also be referred to as a Node - B , a sector, a site, a BTS (Base
Transceiver System ), an access point , a relay node, and the

like.

multiple access system for the uplink may use SC -FDMA
(Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Access ).

[0045 ] Meanwhile, in an example of a wireless commu

invention is applied , a radio or radio frame is configured by
ten subframes and a subframe may include two slots .

10046 ] A basic unit for data transmission is a unit of
subframe, and downlink or uplink scheduling is performed

in a unit of subframe. One slot may include a plurality of

OFDM symbols in a time region .
[0047] For example , a subframe is configured by two time
slots, and each time slot may include seven or six OFDM
symbols in a time region .

[0048 ] In this manner, a time-frequency region defined as
12 subcarriers (subcarriers or subcarriers ) corresponding to
one slot in a time region or 180 KHz in a frequency region
may be called a resource block (RB ).
(0049 ) General structures of a subframe and a time slot of
transmission data applicable to an embodiment of the pres
ent invention is described as follows.

[0050] In 3GPP LTE or the like , time for transmitting a

frame is divided by a TTI ( Transmission Time Interval) with

a duration time of 1.0 ms. The terms, “ TTI” and “ sub - frame”

may mean the same, and a frame is 10 ms long , and includes

10 TTIS .

[0051 ] As described above, a TTI is a basic transmission
unit. One TTI includes two time-slots of the same length and

each time- slot has a duration time of 0 . 5 ms. The time- slot
includes 7 ( or 6 ) long blocks (LBs ) for a symbol. An LB is
divided into cyclic prefixes (CPs ). In sum , one TTI or
subframe may include 14 (or 12 ) LB symbols , but the

[0041 ] The eNodeB may be construed as an inclusive

present disclosure is not limited to such a frame, a subframe,

by a BSC (Base Station Controller ) in CDMA, a radio

[0052] Each TTI or subframe is divided into 14 (or 12 )

concept indicating a portion of an area or a function covered

or a time- slot structure.

network controller (RNC ) in WCDMA , and the like . Fur
ther , the concept may include various coverage areas, such

symbols in a time region . Each symbol (axis )may carry one
symbol.
[0053] Further, 20 MHz of the whole bandwidth of the
system may be divided or split into subcarriers in different

as a megacell, a macrocell , a microcell , a picocell, a fem
tocell, and a relay node communication range .
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frequencies, and an example thereof is configured to be
divided into 12 succeeding subcarriers corresponding to 180
KHz.
[0054 ] For example , 10 MHz of a bandwidth in a slot may
include 50 RBs in a frequency region .
[ 0055 ] Each grid space of a time- frequency region con
figured by each subcarrier in each symbol in a time region
and each subcarrier in a frequency region may be called a
resource element (hereinafter referred to as an “ RE ” ). Each
time-frequency region in the structure as described above
configured by a pair of one subframe ( 1 TTI) in a time region
and one resource block (RB ) corresponding to 12 subcarriers

in a frequency axis may have 14x12= 168 (or 12x12= 144 )

REs.

and reception terminals. Since a different CSI-RS is to be

transmitted for each antenna port or layer, a transmitter is to

allocate CSI -RSs for up to 8 antenna ports differently from
time- frequency region to time- frequency region . Especially ,

CSI-RSs are to be allocated also differently from cell to cell
in a multi -cell environment .
[0066 ] At this time, a basic definition of a CSI-RS has

been determined and overhead for each antenna port in one
subframe are currently defined as described above . How

ever, a method for allocating and transmitting CSI-RSs for
each antenna /base station (cell) has not been specifically

defined .
[0067] FIGS. 2 to 13 are diagrams illustrating representa
tive examples for mapping CSI-RSs to one subframe, which

are CSI-RS patterns defined by frame structures (hereinafter

[0056 ] Meanwhile , in an LTE communication system ,
such as a Cell-specific Reference Signal (CRS ), a Multicast/
Broadcast over Single Frequency Network Reference Signal
(MBSFN -RS ), and a LIE -specific Reference Signal.
[0057 ] Among these , a CRS is a reference signal for a

CP which are basically (mandatorily applied to all of FS1

unicast transmission , not for an MBSFN transmission . The
CRS is to be included in all downlink frames in cells that do

(excluding special subframes )) .

various reference signals (RSs ) are defined in downlink ,

referred to as “ FS ” ) of subframes , normal or extended cyclic

shifts (hereinafter referred to as “ CP” ), and the number (one

of 2 , 4 , and 8 ) of antenna ports .
[0068] First, FIGS. 2 to 5 are CSI -RS patterns for a normal

( Frame Structure 1, FDD ) and FS2 ( Frame Structure 2 , TDD

not support a MBSFN transmission and to be transmitted . In
addition , the CRS should be to transmitted from one or more

subframe, CSI -RSs are allocated to resources in one sub

[0058 ] In addition , one reference signal is transmitted to

control regions , and DM -RS (Demodulation Reference Sig
nal) Rel- 9 / 10 regions among 14 symbols in total so that the

of antenna ports 0 to 3 .

each downlink antenna port, and an RE used for one CRS

transmission in an antenna port in a slot may not be used for
another antenna port in the same slot.

[0069 ] As illustrated in FIG . 2 , in the case of a normal
frame reflecting already used locations of CRS regions,

CSI-RSs are not overlapped with the CRS regions, the
control regions, and the DM -RS (Demodulation Reference

[Equation 1]

Signal) Rel- 9/ 10 regions. In FIG . 2 , unshaded REs are
regions to which CSI-RSs can be allocated .
[0070] FIGS. 3 to 5 illustrate all possible CSI-RS patterns
with respect to the number of antenna ports in a resource
region as illustrated in FIG . 2 . Each CSI-RS pattern is
distinguished with alphabet subscripts.

[0060] Meanwhile , as described above, somenext genera

ports (antenna port numbers 0 to 7 ) , the CSI-RS patterns

[0059] If CRSs are mapped to REs in different time

frequency regions for 4 antenna ports, each of the REs to

which CRSs for each antenna port are allocated has a cycle
of 6 with respect to subcarriers, which is defined by the

following equation .

Vshiq =N7pCellmodo

10071 ] As illustrated in FIG . 3 , in the case of 8 antenna

tion communication technologies provide up to 8 antennas
for downlink . Therefore , the existing CRSs which are
defined for four antennas are not sufficient for determining

may be 5 in total from “ a ” to “ e” patterns.

channel information at the time of downlink transmission .

indicating CSI-RS patterns or muting patterns.

For this , a reference signal of a CSI-RS is newly defined so

that channel state information with respect to up to 8
antennas can be determined .

10061] In the CSI -RS currently discussed in LTE - A , one
RE is allocated for each antenna port per duty cycle in a time
axis in an area of 12 subcarriers corresponding to one

resource block in a frequency axis with respect to each cell .
10062 ]. That is , up to 8 REs are allocated and transmitted
for 8 antenna ports in total. At this time, the duty cycle

corresponds to multiples of 5 ms of time configured by 5
subframes (that is, the duty cycle may be 5 ms, 10 ms, or the

like ).

[ 0063] If the duty cycle is 5 ms, the CSI-RSs are trans

mitted to up to 2 subframes out of 10 subframes in a radio
frame which correspond to 10 ms. Therefore , if a CSI-RS

pattern for one subframe is defined , CSI-RSs can be allo
cated to the other subframes with a duty cycle .
[0064 ] In the present disclosure , the duty cycle for the
CSI-RS transmission is defined as a CSI-RS transmission

duty cycle.
[0065 ] Meanwhile , a discussion has been made with
respect to a communication system using up to 8x8 multiple
inputmultiple output (MIMO ) antennas in both transmission

[0072 ] In FIG . 3 or the following figures , numerals are

antenna port numbers and alphabet subscripts are identifiers

[0073] Meanwhile, when the number of CSI-RS antenna

ports is 2 or 4 , not 8 , CSI-RS patterns are configured by a

nested structure where the number of CSI-RS antenna ports
is 8 .

[0074 ] That is, patterns when the number of CSI -RS

antenna ports is 4 are configured by patterns divided from

each specific pattern where the number of CSI-RS antenna
ports is 8 . Accordingly , the total number of the patterns is
two times the number of the patterns where the number of

the CSI-RS antenna ports is 8 . Patterns when the number of
divided from each specific pattern where the number of

CSI- RS antenna ports is 2 are also configured by patterns

CSI-RS antenna ports is 4 . Accordingly, the total number of

the patterns is two times the number of the patterns where

the number of the CSI-RS antenna ports is 4 .

10075 ] For example , as illustrated in FIGS. 3 to 5 , CSI -RS

patterns basically applied to a case of a normal CP in one
subframe is 5 types (“ a ” to “ e ” illustrated in FIG . 3 ) when
the number of CSI -RS antenna ports is 8 , is 10 , which is two

times thereof (“ a ” to “ j” illustrated in FIG . 4 ) when the

number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 4 , and becomes 20 (" a "

to “ t” illustrated in FIG . 5 ) when the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports is 2 .
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[0076 ] FIGS. 6 to 9 illustrate CSI-RS patterns for
(excluding special subframes ).
[0077 ] As illustrated in FIG . 6 , in the case of an extended
CP, CSI-RSs are allocated to resources reflecting already
used locations of CRS regions, control regions, and DM -RS
extended CPs which are generally applied to all FS1 and FS2
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symbols in total so that the CSI-RSs are not overlapped with

the CRS regions, the control regions, and the DM -RS

(Demodulation Reference Signal) Rel- 9 / 10 regions . In FIG .
12 , unshaded REs are regions to which CSI-RSs can be

allocated .

[0087 ] FIG . 13 illustrates all possible CSI-RS patterns

Rel- 9/ 10 regions among 12 symbols in total used for down
link so that the CSI-RSs are not overlapped with the CRS

when the number of antenna ports is 8 in a resource region
as illustrated in FIG . 12 . The CSI-RS patterns may be 7

regions , the control regions, and the DM -RS (Demodulation
Reference Signal) Rel - 9 / 10 regions. In FIG . 7 , unshaded
REs are regions to which CSI-RSs can be allocated.

ports , according to the principle as described above , CSI-RS

10078 ] FIGS. 7 to 9 illustrate possible CSI-RS patterns in

a resource region as illustrated to in FIG . 6 according to the

number of antenna ports . Each CSI-RS pattern is differen

tiated by an alphabet subscript.

10079 ] As illustrated in FIG . 7 , in the case of 8 antenna

ports (antenna port numbers 0 to 7 ) , CSI-RS patterns may be
4 in total from “ a ” to “ d ” patterns .
[0080 ] In addition , in the case of 2 or 4 antenna ports ,

principles as illustrated in FIGS. 3 to 5 can be applied .
[0081] That is, as illustrated in FIGS . 7 to 9 , CSI-RS
patterns that are basically applied with respect to an
extended CP in one subframe are 4 types when the number

of CSI-RS antenna ports is 8 (“ a” to “ d ” in FIG . 7 ), are 8
types, which are two times thereof, (“ a ” to “ h ” illustrated in
FIG . 4 ) when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 4 , and

types in total from “ a ” to “ g” patterns. In addition, though it
is not illustrated , if a resource region includes 2 or 4 antenna

patterns are 14 types , which are two times thereof when the
number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 4 , and CSI-RS patterns
may be 28 types , when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports
is 2 .

[0088 ] For the sake of easier description , in the present
disclosure , a set of a plurality of CSI-RS patterns defined by

whether a CSI-RS is normal or additional, whether a CP is

normal or extended , and the number of antenna ports (one of

2 , 4 , and 8 ) is defined as a CSI-RS pattern group or a muting
pattern group . A specific CSI-RS pattern which is substan

tially adopted in the group is defined as a CST- RS pattern or
a muting pattern .
[0089 ] However, the terms are not limited thereto , and

other expressions or termsmay be used as long as they have

the same or equivalent concept .

becomes 16 types (“ a ” to “ p ” illustrated in FIG . 5 ) when the

10090 ) For example , when a CSI-RS pattern is generally

number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 2 .
10082] FIGS. 10 to 13 illustrate examples of CSI-RS

applied to a normal subframe and antenna ports are 8

patterns applied to FS2 as additional options. FIGS. 10 and

11 are cases of normal CPs, and FIGS . 12 and 13 are cases
of extended CPs.

[0083] FIG . 10 illustrates resource regions to which CSI

RSs can be allocated to FS2 as an additional option. In the
case of a normal subframe, CSI -RSs can be allocated to
resources reflecting already used locations of CRS regions ,
control regions, DM -RS rel- 9 / 10 regions, DM -RS (UE
specific RS ) regions ofRel- 8 among 14 symbols in total so

that the CSI-RSs are not overlapped with the CRS regions ,

the control regions, and the DM -RS (Demodulation Refer
ence Signal) Rel- 9 / 10 regions. In FIG . 10, unshaded REs are
regions to which CSI -RSs can be allocated .

[0084 ] FIG . 11 illustrates possible CSI-RS patterns in the

case where the number of antenna ports is 8 in a resource

region as illustrated in FIG . 10 . The CSI-RS patterns may be
3 types in total from “ a ” to “ c ” patterns.

[0085] In addition , though it is not illustrated , if a resource

region includes 2 or 4 antenna ports, according to the
principle as described above, CSI-RS patterns are 6 types,
which are two times thereof, when the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports is 4 , and CSI-RS patterns may be 12 types

when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 2 .
[0086 ] FIG . 12 illustrates resource regions to which CSI

RSs can be allocated to FS2 as an additional option . In the
case of a subframe for an extended CP, CSI-RSs can be

( antenna port numbers 0 to 7 ) (like the case of FIG . 9 each
of the 5 CSI-RS patterns in total from “ a ” to “ e ” patterns

may be a CSI-RS pattern group or a muting pattern group .
Among them , according to the number of the CSI -RS
antenna ports such as 2 , 4 , or 8 , a pattern specified for actual

CSI-RS allocation and muting may be defined by a CSI-RS

pattern or a muting pattern .
[0091 ] FIG . 14 illustrates a multicell environment such as

a cooperative multipoint Tx /Rx system (hereinafter referred

to as ' COMP').

10092 ] The multicell environment to which the present

invention can be applied includes COMP, but the multicell
environment is not limited thereto . It should be understood

that the multicell environment includes all the cases where
one user equipment should receive CSI-RSs from two or
more cells or base stations .

[0093 ] In a COMP wireless communication system , which

is one of the multicell environments , a user equipment (UE )
receives information from one ormore base stations or cells .

In a communication system where a corresponding user is
a serving cell which mainly performs transmission and

required to transmit and receive reference signals not only to

reception but also to a neighboring cell, CSI-RSs of the
neighboring cell have weaker reception power than those of
the serving cell. Therefore , it is difficult for the user to

properly detect CSI-RSs from the neighboring cell if the

serving cell and the neighboring cell simultaneously trans

allocated to resources reflecting already used locations of

CRS regions , control regions, and DM -RS Rel- 9 / 10 regions,
among 12 symbols in total so that the CSI-RSs are not

mit CSI- RSs from the same time/ frequency source or the
serving cell transmits data and the neighboring cell transmits
CSI-RSs.

overlapped with the CRS regions, the control regions , and

10094 ] For example , in FIG . 14 , 3 cells ofCell A , Cell B ,
and Cell C form a COMP set, and a specific UE in Cell A

regions to which CSI-RSs can be allocated . In the case of a
subframe for an extended CP , CSI-RSs can be allocated to

which is a serving cell receives not only CSI-RSs from Cell

the DM -RS Rel - 9 / 10 regions. In FIG . 10 , unshaded REs are

resources reflecting already used locations of CRS regions,

control regions, and DM -RS Rel- 9/ 10 regions among 12

A but also CSI-RSs from Cell B and Cell C to measure

channel state information . At this point, each cell has one of

the patterns defined in FIGS . 2 to 13 as a CSI-RS pattern .
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[0095 ] For example , if each cell has 8 CSI-RS antenna
ports with a general CSI-RS pattern of a normalCP, each cell

transmits CSI-RSs in one of the 5 patterns as illustrated in
FIG . 3 . That is , for example, Cell A is a first pattern of the

5 patterns, Cell B is a second pattern of the 5 patterns, and ,
Cell C is a fourth pattern of the 5 patterns. Information on

the patternsmay be implicitly determined based on Cell ID ,
or may be explicitly determined by scheduling or signaling
of an upper layer to each base station .
[0096 ] Here , in view of Cell A which is a serving cell , Cell
A transmits CSI-RSs to an area corresponding to the first

pattern which is a CSI-RS pattern with respect to Cell A
among five patterns, and transmits DATA to the second ,
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muting on a CSI-RS resource region to have possible

CSI-RS patterns of the neighboring cells , that is, muting
information .

[0103] For this, the simplest way is to provide information
on whether muting is to be performed to all parts that are to
have possible CSI-RS patterns of neighboring cells or data
is to be transmitted through one-bit signaling withoutmuting
(which may be upper layer signaling through RRC or
PDCCH signaling ).

[0104 ] That is , for example , if each cell has 8 CSI-RS

antenna ports configured in a general CSI-RS pattern of a

normal CP, each cell may be configured by one of the five

patterns illustrated in FIG . 3. If it is assumed that a serving
whether muting is performed on all regions to which CSI

third , fourth , and fifth patterns which are CSI-RS patterns

cell is Cell A , Cell A informs each UE of information on

UE performs decoding with a knowledge that CSI-RSs for

RSs for all the other cells are to be transmitted except
regions to which CSI -RSs for Cell A is to be transmitted
through one-bit signaling, or data is to be transmitted

with respect to the other cells . In view of a UE in Cell A , the

Cell A is transmitted to the area corresponding to the first
pattern among information received from Cell A which is a

base station , and the UE performs decoding with a knowl
edge that data is transmitted to the areas corresponding to the

other second, third , fourth , and fifth patterns.

100971. However, in a multicell environment such as
COMP, it is necessary for the resource region corresponding
to the second pattern to receive not only data but also

CSI-RSS from Cell B . Even though CSI-RSs are transmitted
at a higher transmission power than data , CSI- RS informa

tion from Cell B which is farther from the UE may expe
rience more serious intervention from data information from
Cell A which is closer from the UE . Therefore , Cell A may
perform muting , which implies zero power transmission

without transmitting data to a resource region to which Cell
B transmits CSI -RS , so that the UE in Cell A receives
CSI-RS information from Cell B without intervention .
10098 ]. In addition , in view of the UE in Cell A , the UE
knows that not data from Cell A , but information muted with

zero power is transmitted to a resource region to which Cell
B transmits CSI-RSs , and that CSI-RS are transmitted from

Cell B , and the UE decodes the CSI-RS .

[ 0099 ] That is , if CSI-RS patterns are configured to each
cell in consideration of a multicell environment such as

COMP, muting, which implies zero power transmission

without transmitting data ,may be performed on a part where
a CSI-RS is configured according to a CSI-RS pattern in the

neighboring cell that configures a COMP set in order to
reduce the influence of the intervention by the neighboring
cell.

10100 ] As illustrated in FIG . 14 , in view of Cell A which

is a serving cell, information of which Cell A informsthe UE

without muting.

[0105 ] However, when muting is performed on all areas,

areas to which data is not transmitted may be unnecessarily
large in order to reduce intervention from neighboring cells
in a multicell environment. Therefore , resources may be
wasted . When data is transmitted without performing mut

ing on all areas , there may be a problem of intervention by

neighboring cells. Therefore, it is effective not to perform
muting on all possible CSI-RS patterns but to perform

muting on partial necessary areas. A base station needs to

signal information about where the partial areas are to a UE .
[0106 ] That is, the corresponding base station signals the
portion , in which muting , which implies zero power trans
mission without transmitting data , is to be performed ,
among the parts for configuration of a CRS - RS in each

neighboring cell, to each UE. At this time, a muting region
which is signaled may be all or partial portions where all
possible CSI-RSs of neighboring cells are configured , and

the CSI-RS pattern of the neighboring cells configuring a
the number of CSI-RS antenna ports of respective neigh
boring cells , a muting duty cycle (period or cycle ) on
time/frequency or an offset.
[0107 ] In specific , a method for transmitting muting infor

COMP set is configured in consideration of CSI-RS patterns ,

mation according to the present embodiment includes steps

of receiving neighboring cell information including one or
more of CSI-RS patterns , the number of CSI-RS antenna

ports, a CSI-RS transmission cycle, CSI-RS transmission

subframe offset information ; a step of determining a muting
region which is a time/ frequency region that is overlapped
with CSI -RSs of the corresponding neighboring cell and
requires muting, based on neighboring cell information ; a

in Cell A may be CSI-RS patterns of the corresponding Cell
A , the number of CSI-RS antenna ports , a CSI -RS trans
mission cycle , and a transmission offset.
10101] However, the UE in Cell A which is a serving cell
does not know the information relating to CSI-RSs of

field that indicates themuting region and indicates a muting
duty cycle and a muting offset of a muting subframe, and a

stance, if muting is performed in order to reduce the influ

pattern group and a specific muting pattern in the muting

which is a serving cell, does not know whether Cell A

information to a user equipment.

neighboring cells in a multicell environment. In this circum

ence of intervention by neighboring cells , the UE in Cell A ,
transmits data to a resource region which has CSI-RS
patterns in the neighboring cell or performs muting with

zero power. Therefore, there may be a problem at the time

of performing decoding.
[0102] In order to solve this problem , the present embodi
ment applies a technology of transmitting, to a user equip
ment, information on whether or not each cell performs

step of generating muting information including a first data

second data field that indicates one or more of a muting

subframe; and a step of transmitting the generated muting
[0108 ] The step of generating muting information may

further include a first step of generating a first data field
determining a muting duty cycle and a muting offset and
indicating the determined muting cycle and muting offset ;
and a second step of generating a second data field that
indicates one or more of a muting pattern group and a

specific muting pattern in one muting subframe.
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[0109 ] The performance method of the first step may be
determined based on a location of the muting subframe in

which the muting is required and a relation between CSI-RS

transmission cycles and CSI-RS transmission offset of the

specific cell or the neighboring cell . This will be described
below in detail.
[0110 ] Therefore, the muting information according to the
present embodiment may have separate values per neigh

boring cells or a unified single value , and includes a first data

field . indicating a muting duty cycle and a muting offset, and

a second data field indicating one or more of a muting

pattern group and a specific muting pattern in one muting
subframe.

[0111] FIG . 15 illustrates a flow of a method of transmit
ting CSI-RS muting information according to the present
embodiment.

[0112 ] The method of transmitting CSI-RS muting infor
mation according to the present embodiment is performed in

a serving cell or a serving base station that currently pro
vides service to the user equipment in a multicell environ
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cell (Cell A in FIG . 14 ) as illustrated in FIG . 14 , or may be
muting .
[0116 ] Step S1505 is information transmission between

one or more neighboring base stations (cells) as objects of

base stations (cells ), and an example thereof may be infor

mation transmission through X2 interface, but the step is not
limited thereto .

[0117 ] The muting region means a region where zero
since there may be intervention on a region to which

power transmission without transmitting data is performed

CSI-RSs of a neighboring cell are allocated when a serving
cell allocates a resource region (PDSCH ) for data transmis
sion , and the muting information means information used
for designating the region .

[0118 ] FIG . 16 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed con
embodiment of the present invention .
figuration for steps of generating muting information in an

[0119 ] The step of generating muting information in FIG .
15 (S1515 ) includes a first step S1605 of generating a first

ment, but the method is not limited thereto .
[0113] The method of transmitting CSI-RS muting infor
mation according to the present embodimentmay include a
step of receiving , from a neighboring cell, information

data field for determining a muting duty cycle and a muting
offset and indicating the muting duty cycle and the muting

including one or more of CSI -RS patterns, the number of
CSI-RS antenna ports, a CSI-RS transmission cycle , and

a specific muting pattern in one muting subframe.

CSI-RS transmission subframeoffset information (S1505 ) ; a

step of determining a muting region which is a time!

frequency region that is overlapped with CSI-RSs of the
corresponding neighboring cell and requires muting, based
on neighboring cell information (S1510 ); a step of generat ing muting information including a first data field that

indicates the muting region and indicates a muting duty

cycle and a muting offset of a muting subframe, and a second
data field that indicates one or more of a muting pattern

group and a specific muting pattern in one muting subframe
(S1515 ); and a step of transmitting the generated muting
information to a user equipment (S1520 ).
[0114] In addition , the method of transmitting CSI-RS

information according to the present embodiment may fur
ther include a step of performing resource element mapping
including a muting process for performing zero power
transmission without transmitting data to the muting region
in consideration of the determined muting region at the time

of resource elementmapping to a resource region (PDSCH ,
Physical Downlink Resource Channel ) for data transmission
and transmits this to the user equipment (S1525 ). The step

S1525 may be configured after the step S1520 of transmit
ting the muting information to the user equipment, or may

be configured after the step S1510 ofdetermining themuting
region , or the step S1515 of generating the muting infor
mation .

[ 0115 ] In step S1505 , the corresponding base station
receives neighboring cell information including information
on one or more of CSI-RS patterns , the number of CSI- RS
antenna ports, CSI-RS transmission subframe offset , and a
CSI-RS transmission cycle in one subframe configured in
each neighboring base station from a neighboring base

station as an object of muting. At this time, the neighboring
base station (cell) as an object of muting may be all

neighboring base stations (cells ) having different CSI-RS

patterns, may be someneighboring base stations (Cell B and
Cell C in FIG . 14 ) that form a COMP set except a serving

offset and a second step S1610 of generating a second data
field indicating one or more of a muting pattern group and

[0120 ] A base station corresponding to a serving cell
configures muting information indicating a muting region
where transmission with zero power without transmitting

data is performed with 2 steps in total. The first step of the
twomay be performed at the very first time, but the first step
may also be performed at the end after the second step is
performed . The information configured through the first and

second steps is signaled to the user equipment (UE ), and the
corresponding cell performs muting, which implies zero
power transmission without transmitting data , according to
a muting pattern from the corresponding neighboring cell in

a subframe corresponding to a muting offset per correspond

ing muting duty cycle based on the muting information .
[0121 ] At this time, information relating to muting which

is transmitted or signaled to the user equipment may be
transmitted through an upper layer signaling such as RRC ,
or may be dynamically transmitted through PDCCH .

(0122 ] The user equipment in a serving cell performs
decoding in consideration of a muting region (that is , a
muted part where zero power transmission without trans
mitting data is performed ) which is known by signaled
muting information . If the UE does not know whether data
is transmitted to the corresponding PDSCH region , or mut

ing , which implies zero power transmission without trans
mitting data , is performed (and if the UE does not know

whether or not data is not transmitted to the time/frequency
resource region and CSI-RSs from a neighboring cell are
transmitted ), there may be an error or decrease in quality at
the timeof decoding . However, when decoding is performed
in consideration of the muting information described above ,
these problems are not generated .

[0123 ] Herein below , specific configurations of the first

and second steps for configuring the muting information ,
that is , processes for configuring the muting information ,
types of configured information , and the number of bits are
described in detail.
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[0124 ] First Step
[0125 ] Hereinafter, each case of the first step ofgenerating

a first data field for determining a muting duty cycle and a
muting offset and indicating the muting duty cycle and the
muting offset is described .

[0126 ] The first step is for specifying a subframe as an
object ofmuting in consideration of information relating to
CSI-RSs of each corresponding neighboring cell as an object
of muting . The information is configured through a muting
duty cycle and a muting offset, and a base station performs
muting in a subframe expressed by the corresponding mut
ing offset per muting duty cycle .
(0127] The information may be transmitted as one unit of
information which is the same for each corresponding

neighboring cell as an object of muting ( in this case , the

muting information is the same for the neighboring cells as
an object of all muting , so one unit of information is

transmitted ), or a plurality of units of information per
corresponding neighboring cell as an object of all muting
may be transmitted in this case, the muting information may
be different from neighboring cell to neighboring cell as an
object of muting , so the number of transmissions of infor
mation corresponds to the number of the neighboring cells
as an object of muting ) .
[0128 ] This first step can be divided into 5 cases according
to a relation of a muting duty cycle and a muting offset with

a CSI-RS transmission cycle and a CSI -RS transmission
offset of a serving cell. The 5 cases will be described in 1 )

to 5 ) below .

[ 0129 ] That is , the first step may be realized by differen

tiation in various ways according to a relation of a subframe
which requires muting ( that is , a muting subframe) among
CSI-RSs of a serving cell with a CSI-RS transmission cycle
and a CSI-RS transmission offset of the serving cell or the
neighboring cell in consideration of intervention with the
neighboring cells.
(0130 ] BIT

0131] 1 ) A CASE WHERE A MUTING DUTY CYCLE
AND A MUTING OFFSET ARE THE SAME AS A CSI-RS
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as muting objects , and basically the information configured

below is transmitted as one unit of information which is the
same for all the neighboring cells as muting objects . How
ever, for performing muting in a more correct manner, a

muting offset is the same for all the neighboring cells as
muting objects , but the muting duty cycle may be different

from neighboring cell to neighboring cell. The information

configured below is configured and transmitted in a separate
manner for each corresponding neighboring cell as muting

objects.)
0136 ] In this case , the method can be divided into two

detailed configurations, and this is described by dividing the

method into Methods 2 - 1 , 2 - 2 , and 2 - 3 .

[0137 ] 2 -1 ) Method 2 - 1
[0138 ] Muting is not performed on all CSI-RS configura

tion subframes of the neighboring cell, but some CSI -RS
configuration subframes of the neighboring cell are muted in

order to reduce regions to which data cannot be transmitted
by being muted .
[0139 ] At this time, the number of the information bits
configuring a first data field may be 2 bits, 4 bits, 8 bits, . .

. , and 2M bits ( M is a natural number ). Further, ?log , M ] bits
may be additionally required , but ?log, M ] bits may not be
transmitted . Here, M is a natural number, and M may be

determined so that 2M is equal to or larger than the maximum
transmission rate .
[0140] For example, if the maximum multiple value is 16 ,
M = 4 . In this case , a first data field may be configured to be
any one value of 2 , 4 , 8 , and 16 bits and additional ?log , M ]
bits may be required for indicating the number of the
configuration bits .
[0141 ] Here, if M = 4 , a bitmap is formed with 0 or 1 for

multiple value of the muting duty cycle for a CSI -RS

each bit among information bits configured with 2 bits , 4
bits , 8 bits , or 16 bits, and each bit corresponds to one

CSI-RS transmission cycle of a serving cell.

(0142 ]. That is, with respect to a subframe corresponding
to a CSI-RS transmission offset in each CSI-RS transmission

cycle, if the a bit value thereof is 0 , muting may be

TRANSMISSION CYCLE AND A CSI-RS TRANSMIS
SION OFFSET OF THE SERVING CELL (base station )
( This is a case where the muting duty cycle or the muting

performed , and if the bit value thereof is 1 , data may be

offset is the same for all the neighboring cells as muting

value is 1 ).

objects , and the information configured below is transmitted
as one unit of information which is the same for all the

neighboring cells as muting objects.)
[0132 ] In this case , the number of bits that configure a first
data field may be 0 bits.

[0133 ] In this case , a serving cell determines that a sub

frame transmitting CSI-RSs is a subframe as an object of
muting .

[0134 ] For example , when a CSI-RS transmission cycle of

a serving cell is 10 ms, and a transmission offset is 3 , CSI-RS
are transmitted to a fourth subframe ( subframe number 3 ).

The fourth subframe becomes a subframe as a muting object,

so special information is not required for designating a
subframe to which CSI-RS of the neighboring cell are
transmitted.
10135 ] 2 ) A CASE WHERE A MUTING OFFSET IS THE
SAME AS A CSI-RS TRANSMISSION OFFSET OF A
SERVING CELL , AND A MUTING DUTY CYCLE IS A
MULTIPLE OF A CSI-RS TRANSMISSION CYCLE OF
THE SERVING CELL (this is a case where a muting duty

cycle or a muting offset is the same for all neighboring cells

transmitted (of course , it may be configured to transmit data

when the bit value is 0 , and to perform muting when the bit

[0143 ] In addition , depending on how many bits the num

ber of the information bits configuring a first data field is ,
signaling may be performed with ?log , M ] bits. If M = 4 , the
number of bits additionally included for signaling is 2 bits.

When the bit values are “ 00 ” , “ 01” , “ 10 ” , and “ 11” , the
configured information bit values are 2 bits, 4 bits , 8 bits,
and 16 bits , respectively .
[0144] In this case, depending on each bit value of the
information bits configuring a first data field , only when the

bit value is 0 , it is determined that a subframe corresponding
to a CSI-RS transmission offset in a CSI-RS transmission

cycle of a serving cell is a subframe as an object ofmuting.
[0145 ] For example , when a CSI-RS transmission cycle of

a serving cell is 10 ms and an offset is 3 , CSI-RSs are
transmitted to the fourth subframe ( subframe number 3 ). At

this time, when the configured number of information bits is

4 bits and the bit value is " 0101 ” , muting is performed in
first and third transmission cycles among four transmission
cycles forming 40ms in total, and a fourth subframe in each

transmission cycle becomes a subframe as an object of

n
muting
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[0146 ] 2 -2 ) Method 2 -2

[0147 ] In this case also , muting is not performed on all
CSI-RS configuration subframes of the neighboring cell, but

some CSI-RS configuration subframes of the neighboring
cannot be transmitted by being muted . At this point, the
number of bits configuring a first data field may be ?log22 :
( 2M - 1) ] bits.
[0148 ] A specific cycle , which is a multiple of a CSI-RS
transmission cycle of a serving cell, and an offset in the
specific cycle are newly defined , and muting is performed
only for a CSI-RS transmission cycle of a serving cell
corresponding to an offset in the cycle .
[0149 ] For example, when M = 4 , the specific cycle is
determined by a value corresponding to 2 times , 4 times , 8
times , and 16 times of a CSI-RS transmission rate of a
serving cell. Thirty types of specific cycles in total, 2 types,
4 types , 8 types, and 16 types when the a CSI-RS transmis
sion rate is 2 times, 4 times, 8 times , and 16 times, are
configured , and the total number of bits is 5 bits .
[ 0150 ] For example, if the bit value of 5 bits is 0 to 1, 2
types of offsets when the specific cycle is 2 times of a
cell are muted in order to reduce regions to which data

CSI-RS transmission cycle of a serving cell are expressed .

If the bit value is 2 , 4 types ofoffsets when the specific cycle

is 4 times of the CSI-RS transmission cycle of the serving
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transmitted with 3 bits.) For example , if the CSI-RS trans
mission cycle of the serving cell is 10 ms and the offset is
3 , CSI-RS are transmitted to a fourth subframe ( subframe
number 3 ) . At this point, if the configured number of
information bits is 3 bits and the bit value is “ 010 ” ( if it is
configured that the bit value is 2 and 000 is one time, 001 is
two times, 010 is 4 times, or the like, thismeans that 4 times

of a cycle of the serving cell is a muting duty cycle ), 40 ms
which is a four times of 10 ms, which is a CSI-RS trans

mission cycle of a serving cell, is a muting duty cycle , and
a muting subframe offset is 3 which is the same as the

subframe offset of the serving cell.
10155 ] 3 ) ACASE WHERE A MUTING OFFSET IS THE

SAME AS A CSI-RS TRANSMISSION OFFSET OF A
SERVING CELL (BASE STATION ), BUT A MUTING

DUTY CYCLE MAY BE DIFFERENT FROM A CSI -RS
TRANSMISSION CYCLE OF THE SERVING CELL ( base

station ) ( This is a case where a muting offset is the same for

all neighboring cells as an object ofmuting, but the muting
cycles may be different. Basically, the information config

ured as below is transmitted to each corresponding neigh

boring cell as an object of all muting in a separate manner.
However, in order to educe the total number of bits for

muting signaling, the muting duty cycle and a muting offset

may be the same for all neighboring cells as muting objects ,

cell are expressed . If the bit value is 6 to 13 , 8 types of offsets
when the specific cycle is 8 times of the CSI-RS transmis
sion cycle of the serving cell are expressed . If the bit value

and the information configured as below may be transmitted
as one item of information which is the same for all

times of the CSI-RS transmission cycle of the serving cell

detailed configurations, and this is described by dividing the

is 14 to 29, 16 types of offsets when the specific cycle is 16

neighboring cells as muting objects .)

10156 ] In this case , the method may be divided into two

are expressed .

method into Methods 3 - 1 and 3 - 2 .

[0151 ] Muting is performed only on a CSI-RS transmis

[0157] 3 -1 ) Method 3 - 1

sion cycle corresponding to an offset in a specific cycle , and

muting is not performed on the others . That is, it is deter
mined that a subframe corresponding to a CSI-RS transmis

[0158] In this case, the number of information bits con
figuring a first data field may be “ 2 bits or 3 bits to be
determined according to the number N ofneighboring cells

transmission cycle of a serving cell is 80 ms, which is 8

offset in a muting duty cycle per corresponding neighboring

sion offset in a CSI-RS transmission period of the serving as an object of each mutingxthe number ofkinds ofmuting
cell expressed by the specific cycle and the offset is a duty cycle (the number of information bits may be 2 bits
when the kinds of duty cycles are equal to or less than 4 , or
subframe as an object ofmuting .
[ 0152 ] For example , if a CSI-RS transmission cycle of a may be 3 bits when the kinds of duty cycles are more than
4 and equal to or less than 8 ) ', and the muting duty cycle is
serving cell is 10 ms, and an offset is 3 , CSI-RSs are
transmitted to the fourth subframe (subframe number 3). At determined according to the configured information bit
this point, if the configured number of information bits is 5 value .
bits , and the bit value is “ 01010 " ( a bit value is 10 , and this
[0159 ] Based on a value of a CSI-RS of a serving cell
corresponds to a case where a specific cycle is 8 times and (base station ) modulo a muting duty cycle , a muting offset
is determined , so that a subframe as an object of muting is
an offset is 5 ), muting is performed only in a fifth transmis
sion cycle among 8 transmission cycles in which a CSI-RS determined from a subframe corresponding to a muting
times of 10 ms. A fourth subframe in the transmission cycle

is a subframe as an object of muting .
[0153 ] 2 -3 ) Method 2 -3
[0154 ] A muting offset is not transmitted since the muting
offset is the same as a CSI-RS transmission offset of a
serving cell, and a muting duty cycle is a multiple of the

CSI -RS transmission cycle of the serving cell, so only the
muting duty cycle is transmitted in a separate manner. For

example, in the cases where the muting duty cycles are 1

time, 2 times, 4 times, 8 is times , and 16 times of a CSI-RS

transmission cycle , these 5 cases are configured and trans

mitted with 3 bits . ( In the above case , the exemplary types
of the multiple values are five, but the configuration and the
number of the multiple values may vary. For example, 4
cases of 1 time, 2 times, 4 times, and 8 times are configured
with 2 bits , or 8 types of multiple values larger than the

above 5 types of values are configured by each types , and

cell as an object of each muting.

0160] In addition , the configured information bits may be

configured in a separate manner with respect to each corre

sponding neighboring cell as an object ofmuting .
[0161] For example , when the number of information bits
configured in a specific cell as an object of muting is 2 bits ,

if the bit value is “ OO ” , the muting duty cycle is configured

to be 5 ms, if the bit value is “ 01” , the muting duty cycle is
configured to be 10 ms, if the bit value is “ 10 ” , the muting

duty cycle is configured to be 20 ms, and if the bit value is
“ 11” , the muting duty cycle is configured to be 40 ms. If a

cycle which is 80 ms or more is configured , the number of
bits may be 3 bits . At this point, the configured bit value is
“ 10 ” , and the muting duty cycle is 20 ms. In addition , if the
CSI-RS transmission offset of the serving cell is 3 , a fourth

subframe ( subframe number 3 ) for every 20 ms is a sub

frame as an object of muting .
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[0162] 3 -2 ) Method 3 -2

[0163 ] In this case, the number of information bits con
figuring a first data field is “the number N of neighboring
cells becoming targets of each mutingx2 bits (or 4 bits , 8
bits , . . . , and 2M bits )', and selectively ‘Nx [log2M ] bits '
may be additionally included . However, ‘Nx[ log M ] bits
may not be transmitted .
[0164 ] For example, if M = 4 , a bitmap is formed with 0 or
1 for each bit among information bits configured with 2 bits,
4 bits, 8 bits, or 16 bits. Accordingly, each bit corresponds
to 5 ms (or 10 ms) which is a minimum value in a duty cycle .

That is, with respect to a subframe corresponding to a value
of a CSI- RS transmission offset of a serving cell (base
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information , and muting offset is determined from this
value . When a muting duty cycle is 10 ms, the other 8
subframes except a subframe to which PSS /SSS is trans

mitted are expressed with 3 bit information . When a muting
duty cycle is 20 ms, the other 16 subframes except a
subframe to which PSS /SSS is transmitted are expressed

with 4 bit information . A subframe as an object ofmuting is
determined from subframes corresponding to a muting offset

in a muting duty cycle per corresponding neighboring cell as

an object of each muting.

[0171 ] The configured information bit may be configured
neighboring cell as an object of muting.

in a separate manner with respect to each corresponding

station ) modulo 5 ( or 10 ) per a cycle of 5 ms ( or 10 ms), if
the bit value is 0 , muting is performed , and if the bit value
is 1 , data is transmitted (of course , adversely , it may be

[0172 ] For example, it is determined a fifth subframe, of
which the number of information bits configuring a specific

configured to perform data transmission when the bit value

and which is the fourth subframe except PSS /SSS , is a

is 0 , and to perform muting when the bit value is 1 ).

[0165 ] In addition , with respect to how many bits the

number of configured information bits is , separate signaling
may be performed with ?log , M ] bits . If M = 4 , the number of
bits that can perform separate signaling is 2 bits . If the bit
value is “ 00 ” , the configured number of information bits is
2 bits , and if the bit values are “ 01” , “ 10 ” , and “ 11 ” , the
numbers of information bits are 4 bits , 8 bits , and 16 bits,
respectively . In this case , the information bit configuring a
first data field may be configured in a separate manner with

cell as an object of muting is 3 bits , and the value is " 010 "
muting offset. When a cycle for transmitting CSI-RSs of a

serving cell (base station ) is 10 ms, a fifth subframe (sub

frame number 4 ) for every 10 ms is a subframe as an object

of muting .

[0173] 5) A CASE WHERE A MUTING DUTY CYCLE

AND A MUTING OFFSET MAY BE DIFFERENT FROM
A CSI-RS TRANSMISSION CYCLE AND A CSI-RS

TRANSMISSION OFFSET OF A SERVING CELL (base
station ) ( This is a case where a muting duty cycle and a

respect to each corresponding neighboring cell as an object

muting offset may be different with respect to each corre

of muting .

information configured as below is transmitted in a separate
manner with respect to each corresponding neighboring cell

[0166 ] With respect to each configured bit value of an
information bit , only when the bit value is 0 , it is determined
that a subframe corresponding to a value of a CSI-RS

transmission offset ofa serving cell (base station ) per muting

duty cycle corresponding to 5 ms (or 10 ms) modulo 5 (or
10 ) is a subframe as an object ofmuting .
[0167] For example , if the number of information bits
configuring a specific cell as an object ofmuting is 4 bits and
the bit value is “0101” , muting is performed only in first and
third duty cycles among 4 muting cycles forming 5
msx4 = 20 ms in total. When a CSI-RS transmission offset of
a serving cell (base station ) is 8 (a CSI-RS transmission
cycle is 10 ms), a fourth subframe (subframe number 3 )
corresponding to 3 corresponding to a value of this value

modulo 5 is a subframe as an object of muting .
10168 ] 4 ) A CASE WHERE A MUTING DUTY CYCLE
IS THE SAME AS A CSI-RS TRANSMISSION CYCLE
OF A SERVING CELL (BASE STATION ), BUT A MUT
ING OFFSET MAY BE DIFFERENT FROM A CSI-RS

TRANSMISSION OFFSET OF THE SERVING CELL

(base station ) ( This is a case where a muting duty cycle is the

same for all neighboring cells as objects of muting, but a
muting offset may be different, and the information config
ured as below may be transmitted in a separate manner with

respect to each corresponding neighboring cell as an object

of all muting )

[0169 ] This is a case where the number of information bits
configuring a first data field is “ the number N of neighboring

cells as objects of each mutingx2 to 4 bits ” .

[0170 ] It is determined that a cycle for transmitting CSI
RSs of a serving cell (base station ) is a muting duty cycle ,
and a muting offset is determined by a bit value transmitted

sponding neighboring cell as an objectofallmuting, and the

as an object for all muting .)
[0174] This case is a configuration in which the number of
information bits configuring a first data field is " the number

N of neighboring cells as an object each mutingx [ log24 .

(2M - 1) ]” .
[0175 ] In this configuration , according to the configured

information bit value , a muting duty cycle and a muting
offset are determined . For example , if M = 3 , with respect to
3 types of cycles such as 5 ms, 10 ms, and 20 ms, 4 types ,
8 types , 16 types of subframe offsets except PSS / SSS are

configured into 28 types of cases in total, and the total bit

number is 5 bits .
[0176 ] For example, if the bit value with 5 bits is 0 to 3 ,
4 types of subframe offsets when the cycle is 5 ms are
expressed . If the bit value is 4 to 11 , 8 types of subframe
offsets when the cycle is 10 ms are expressed . If the bit value
is 12 to 27 , 16 types of subframe offsets when the cycle is

20 ms are expressed . M = 4 , with respect to four types of

cycles such as 5 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms, and 40 ms, 4 types , 8
types , 16 types , and 32 types of subframe offsets except
PSS /SSS are configured into 60 types of cases in total, and

the total bit number is 6 bits.

[0177 ] For example , if the bit value with 6 bits is 0 to 3 ,
4 types of subframe offsets when the cycle is 5 ms are

expressed . If the bit value is 4 to 11 , 8 types of subframe
offsets when the cycle is 10 ms are expressed . If the bit value

is 12 to 27 , 16 types of subframe offsets when the cycle is

20 ms are expressed . If the bit value is 28 to 59 , 32 types of

subframe offsets when the cycle is 40 ms are expressed . A

in each muting duty cycle . For example, if a muting duty

subframe as an object of muting is determined from a
subframe corresponding to a muting offset in a muting duty

which PSS /SSS is transmitted are expressed with 2 bit

each muting.

cycle is 5 ms, the other 4 subframes except a subframe to

cycle per corresponding neighboring cell as an object of
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[0178 ] In addition , the configured information bit may be

configured in a separate manner with respect to each corre

sponding neighboring cell as an object of muting.

[0179 ] For example , if the number of information bits
configuring a specific cell is 5 bits, and the bit value is
“01101" ( the bit value is 13 ), the muting duty cycle is 20 ms,
and the muting offset is 1 , (when the bit value is 12 to 27 ,
16 types of the subframe offsets when the cycle is 20 ms are
expressed , that is , when the bit value is 12 , an offset is 0 , and

when the bit value is 13 , an offset is 1) Therefore , with
respect to a corresponding neighboring cell, a second sub
frame ( subframe number 2 , and subframe number 0 indi
cates a subframe to which PSS /SSS is mapped ) except
PSS /SSS for every 20 ms is a subframe as an object of
muting .

[0180 ] The explanations above are provided to describe

examples of types for configuring a first data field among

muting information of FIG . 15 . A method for configuring a
muting duty cycle or a muting offset indicated by the first
data field is not limited thereto .
[0181] In addition , each method described above is not
applied by separately determining on a case by case method ,

but one is selected and applied according to a system

configuration for CSI-RSs and a standardized method . Each
case may include another case ( for example, the fifth method
among the above methods may be regarded as a generalized
case including the other methods).
[0182 ] In the method above , an offsetmay be defined with
respect to all subframes in one radio frame without exclud
ing a subframe to which PSS /SSS is included , and in this
case , the configured number of bits may be increased a little
bit. For example , in the above example , if M = 5 , except a
subframe to which PSS /SSS is included , 124 types of cases
in total is configured with 7 bits . However, in the same
manner, for 5 types of cycles such as 5 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms,
40 ms, and 80 ms, with respect to all subframes in the cycles ,
5 types, 10 types, 20 types, 40 types, and 80 types of
subframes may be configured into 155 types of cases in total,
and the total bit number is 8 bits .

[0183] SECOND STEP ACCORDING TO EMBODI

MENT ILLUSTRATED IN FIG . 16

[0184] Herein below , a description is made of each case in
mines a muting pattern group in one subframe or a direct

region becomes larger. That is , a muted RE increases , but

overhead for configuring muting information and signaling
decreases.

[0189 ] As described above , in Type 2 -1 , when a muting
pattern is directly determined , a muting pattern is deter
mined without determining a muting pattern group .
[0190 ] Themuting pattern group is a pattern group that is
configured with 8 REs like the case of 8 CSI- RS antenna
ports in a CSI-RS pattern .
[0191] As to CSI-RSs which are basically applied to both
of FS1 (MD ) and FS2 ( TDD ) and is a normal CP, when the
number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 as

illustrated in FIG . 3 , 5 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined ,

so a muting pattern group is one of five types . With respect

to an extended CP, when one subframe has 8 CSI-RS
antenna ports as illustrated in FIG . 7 , 4 CSI-RS patterns in
total are defined , so a muting pattern is one of four types .

[0192 ] As illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 13 , as to a CSI -RS

applied as an additional option in FS2 ( TDD ), with respect
to a normal CP, if one subframe has 8 CSI-RS antenna ports ,
3 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so a muting pattern
group is one of 3 types . With respect to an extended CP,
when one subframe has 8 CSI-RS antenna ports, 7 CSI-RS
patterns in total are defined , so a muting pattern is one of 7
types .

[0193 ] In this circumstance, three detailed Types A to C
[0194 ] A . Method 1 of Directly Indicating a Muting Pat

for realizing Type 2 - 1 are described in detail.

tern : Configuration is Made With 5 to 6 Bits Per Neighbor
ing Cell as an Object of Each Muting

[0195 ] In Type A of Type 2 - 1, a figure of information bit
configuring a second data field may be 5 bits or 6 bits for
indicating each of muting patternxthe number N of neigh
boring cells as objects of muting .
[0196 ] More specifically, as to CSI-RSs which are basi

cally applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ) and are
in the case of a normal CP, when the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports in one subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 3 ,
5 CSI -RS patterns in total are defined , so a total number of
types of muting patterns is 5 when antenna ports are 8 , 10
when antenna ports are 4 , and 20 when antenna ports are 2 .

Therefore , a second data field can be configured to indicate

a second step of generating a second data field that deter

35 types of muting patterns in total with 6 bits .

specific muting pattern and indicates the muting pattern

when expression is made with 6 bits , when the bit value is
0 to 4 , 5 types of muting patterns when antenna ports are 8

group or the specific muting pattern .
10185 ) The second step may be divided into two types:

[0197) For example , with respect to 0 to 63 of the bit value

are expressed , when the bit value is 5 to 14 , 10 types of
when the bit value is 15 to 34 , 20 types ofmuting patterns

Type 2 -1 of configuring a second data field so that infor

muting patterns when antenna ports are 4 are expressed ,

without information of a muting pattern group and Type 2 - 2

when antenna ports are 2 are expressed , and the rest of the
bit values of 35 to 63 are reserved .
10198 ]. In addition , as to CSI -RSs which are basically

mation of a specific muting pattern is directly indicated

of configuring a second data field so that only a muting

pattern group is indicated . Type 2 - 1 that indicates a specific

muting pattern may only be subdivided into one of Types A ,
B , and C .

[0186 ] However, the second step is not limited to this

division method , butmay include allmethods of configuring
a second data field so that a muting region in a muting

subframe is indicated and one or more of a muting pattern
group and a specific muting pattern is indicated .
[0187] Type 2 -1 : Configuring a second data field so that
only a muting pattern is indicated
[0188] In a general determination of a muting pattern
group , when antenna ports are 2 or 4 , the determination is

performed like antenna ports are 8 . Therefore , the muted

applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ) and are in the

case of an extended CP, when the number of CSI-RS antenna

ports in one subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 7 , 4 CSI-RS

patterns in total are defined , so a total number of types of
muting patterns is 4 when antenna ports are 8 , 8 when

antenna ports are 4 , and 16 when antenna ports are 2 .

Therefore, a second data field can be configured to indicate

28 types of muting patterns in total with 5 bits . For example ,
with respect to 0 to 31 of the bit value when expression is

made with 5 bits, when the bit value is 0 to 3 , 4 types of

muting patterns when antenna ports are 8 are expressed ,
when the bit value is 4 to 11 , 8 types ofmuting patterns when
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antenna ports are 4 are expressed , when the bit value is 12

are included . Therefore, considering this , a muting pattern of

are expressed , and the rest of the bit values of 28 to 31 are

be defined .

to 27 , 16 types of muting patterns when antenna ports are 2

re
reserved .

[0199] As illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 13, as to a CSI-RS

applied as an additional option in FS2 ( TDD ), in the case of
a normal CP, if one subframe has 8 CSI -RS antenna ports,
3 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so a total number of
types of the muting patterns is 3 when antenna ports are 8 ,
6 when antenna ports are 4 , and 12 when antenna ports are

2 . Therefore , in a manner as described above , a second data
field can be configured so that 19 types ofmuting patterns
in total are indicated with 5 bits.

[0200 ] As to CSI-RSs applied as an additional option in

FS2 ( TDD ), in the case of an extended CP, if one subframe
has 8 CSI-RS antenna ports , 7 CSI- RS patterns in total are

defined , so a total number of types of themuting patterns is
7 when antenna ports are 8 , 14 when antenna ports are 4 , and

28 when antenna ports are 2 . Therefore , in a manner as

described above , a to second data field can be configured so
that 49 types of muting patterns in total are indicated with 6

a neighboring cell substantially as an object of muting can

[0206 ] For example, when a serving cell transmits a CSI

RS with 8 antenna ports , the CSI -RS pattern for the 8
antenna ports may not be a CSI-RS pattern of a neighboring

cell as an object of muting. Therefore, 7 types that the
CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell includes among the total
35 types ( a pattern which the CSI-RS pattern of the corre
sponding serving cell is 1 type of pattern when antenna ports

are 8 , 2 types of patterns when antenna ports are 4 , 4 types

of patterns when antenna ports are 2 , and a total number of
patterns by adding this is 7 ) may not be a CSI-RS pattern of
a neighboring cell as an object of muting. The second data
field may be configured so that the rest of 28 types ofmuting
patterns are indicated with 5 bits.
[0207 ] In addition , when a serving cell transmits a CSI-RS
with 4 antenna ports , the CSI-RS pattern for the 4 antenna
ports may not be a CSI-RS pattern of a neighboring cell as
an object of muting . Therefore , among the total 35 types, 4
types which the CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell includes

bits. Such a second data field may be configured differently
from neighboring cell to neighboring cell as an object of
muting .

or in which the CSI-RS pattern is included (Patterns which

[0201] In addition , in the above, muting information is

patterns in the case of 2 antenna ports . In addition , a pattern

example, in the case of a normal CP, 35 types of cases to be

as an object of muting , and a second data field may be

configured and transmitted in a manner dividing into a case
to be basically ( generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2 and a case
to be optionally applied only to FS2. However, for conve
nience , the two cases may be combined and muting infor
mation is configured and transmitted at the same time. For
basically ( generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2 and 21 types of

cases to be optionally applied only to FS2 are combined , and
the 56 types are configured and transmitted with 6 bits . In
this case, in FS2, as described above, 56 types are configured
with 6 bits, but only the patterns to be basically (generally )
applied exist in FS1 . Therefore, in this case, only 35 types
are configured with 6 bits . In order to apply the same system
to FS1 and FS2, FS1 may have muting information config
ured with 6 bits in consideration of the 56 types.
[ 0202] In the case of an extended CP , patterns for cases to
be optionally applied to FS2 already include patterns for
cases to be basically (generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2.
Therefore , in the case of configuration as described above ,
both of FS1 and FS2 may have the muting information
configured 6 bits in consideration of 49 types of cases.
[ 0203] B . Method 2 of Directly Indicating a Muting Pat

the CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell with 4 antenna ports

includes are 1 pattern in the case of 4 antenna ports and 2
in which the CSI-RS pattern of the corresponding serving
cell is included when the antenna ports are 4 is 1 pattern
including the same among patterns having 8 antenna ports .
Therefore , a total number of types of patterns adding the

same is 4 .) may notbe CSI-RS patterns of a neighboring cell

configured so that the rest of 31 types of muting patterns are
indicated in a manner divided by 5 bits.
[0208 ] In addition , when the serving cell transmits a

CSI-RS with 2 antenna ports , the CSI-RS pattern for the two
antenna ports may not be CSI-RS patterns of a neighboring
cell as an object of muting. Therefore , among the total 35

types , 3 types which the CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell
include (Patterns which the CSI-RS pattern of the serving

cell with 2 antenna ports includes are 1 pattern in case of 2

antenna ports . In addition , a pattern in which the CSI- RS

pattern of the corresponding serving cell with 2 antenna
ports is included is 1 pattern including the same among
patterns having 8 antenna ports and 1 pattern including the

same among patterns having 4 antenna ports. Therefore , a
total number of types of patterns adding the same is 3 . ) may

Cell as an Object of Each Muting

not be CSI-RS patterns of a neighboring cell as an object of
muting, and a second data field may be configured so that the
rest of 32 types ofmuting patterns are indicated in a manner

[0204 ] In Type B of Type 2 - 1, a figure of information bit

divided by 5 bits .

of neighboring cells as objects of muting.
[ 0205 ] More specifically, as to CSI-RS for a normal CP

which are basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2

total are defined , so a total number of types of muting

antenna ports , a second data field may be configured so that

tern : Configuration is Made With 5 Bits Per Neighboring

configuring a second data field may be 5 bitsxthe number N

which are basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2
( TDD ), when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one
subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 3 , 5 CSI-RS patterns in
patterns is 5 when antenna ports are 8 , 10 when antenna

ports are 4 , and 20 when antenna ports are 2 . Therefore , 35
types of muting patterns in total are defined . However ,
CSI-RSs of a neighboring cell as an object of muting are not
transmitted according to a pattern which at least CSI-RSS

transmitted by a serving cell include or in which CSI-RSS

10209 ]. In addition , as to CSI-RSs for an extended CP

( TDD ), when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one

subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 7 , 4 CSI-RS patterns in
total are defined . At this point, in a manner as described
above, when the serving cell transmits CSI-RSs with 8

21 types except 7 types among the total 28 types when the

serving cell transmits CSI-RSs with 8 antenna ports , 24
types except 4 types among the total 28 types when the
serving cell transmits CSI-RSs with 4 antenna ports, and 25
types except 3 types among the total 28 types when the
serving cell transmits CR -RSs with 2 antenna ports are
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indicated in a manner divided by 5 bits , but like Type A

described above , information of the total 28 types may be
configured with 5 bits.

[0210 ] In the configuration , a case of a CSI-RS configu
ration applied as an additional option of FIGS . 10 to 13 may
be excluded .
[0211] The configured second data field is respectively
configured per neighboring cell as an object ofmuting .
[0212] C . Method 3 of Directly Indicating a Muting Pat
tern : Configuration is Made With a Bitmap of 12 to 28
[ 0213] In Type C of Type 2- 1, a figure of information bit
configuring a second data field may be one bit value of “ 12
to 28 bits in total” .

[ 0214 ]. The configuration of a second data field in each
case is described as follows.
10215 ] As to CSI-RSs for a normal CP which are basically
applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ), when the
number of CSI -RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 as
illustrated in FIG . 3, 5 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined ,

so 20 types of CSI-RS patterns are present in the case of 2
antenna ports.
[ 0216 ] If this is configured by a bitmap with 20 bits ,
information relating to REs to be muted substantially in one
subframe regardless of the number of neighboring cells as
objects of muting can be configured .
[0217 ] That is, with respect to each of total 20 patterns in
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Therefore, in a manner as described above , this can be
configured by bitmap information with 28 bits.
[0221] In addition , in the above , muting information is

configured and transmitted in a manner dividing into a case
to bebasically ( generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2 and a case
to be optionally applied only to FS2 . However , for conve

nience , the two cases may be combined and muting infor

mation is configured and transmitted at the same time. That

is, in the case of a normal CP, 20 types of cases to be
basically ( generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2 and 12 types of
cases to be optionally applied only to FS2 are combined , and
the 32 types are configured and transmitted by a bitmap with

32 bits . In this case , in FS2, as described above , 32 types are

configured with 32 bits, but only the patterns to be basically

( generally ) applied are present in FS1. Therefore , in this
case , only 20 types are configured with 20 bits. In order to

apply the same system to FS1 and FS2, FS1 may have
muting information configured by a bitmap with 32 bits in
consideration of the 32 types .

[0222 ] In the case of an extended CP, patterns for cases to

be optionally applied to FS2 already include patterns for

cases to be basically ( generally ) applied to FS1 and FS2.
Therefore , in the case of configuration as described above ,

both of FS1 and FS2 may have the muting information

which the number of CSI-RS antenna ports is 2 , so the

configured 28 bits in consideration of 28 types of cases .
That Only a Muting Pattern Group is Indicated
[0224 ] In Type 2 - 2 of configuring a second data field so
that only a muting pattern group is indicated , the second data
field is configured with “ 3 to 7 bits in total” (5 bits when it
is basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 (TDD )
and is in the case of a normal CP ) .
[0225 ] Type 2 - 2 like this is not a method of muting only
specific muting patterns in a muting pattern group according
to the number of antenna ports , but a method of muting all
REs in the determined muting pattern group.

where the number of CSI-RS antenna ports as objects of

case is described as follows.

the case of 2 antenna ports configured by 2 REs, when the

bitmap information is 0 , muting is performed and when the

bitmap information is 1, data is transmitted (otherwise , data
is transmitted when the bitmap information is 0 , and muting
is performed when the bitmap information is 1 ). ?ne
If the
number of CSI-RS antenna ports of a neighboring cell as an
object ofmuting is 8 , the case where the number of CSI-RS

antenna ports as objects of muting is 4 includes 4 cases in

bitmap values for the 4 cases are set to be 0 . Further , the case

muting is 4 includes two cases in which the number of

CSI-RS antenna ports is 2 . Therefore, the information may

be configured by putting both of the bitmap values for the
two cases to be 0 .

[0218 ] As to CSI-RSs for an extended CP which are

basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ),
when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe
is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 7 , 4 CSI-RS patterns in total are
defined . At this point, in a manner as described above, the

number of types of patterns for transmitting CSI-RSs with 2

antenna ports is 16 , so this can be configured with bitmap
information with 16 bits in a manner described above .

(0223 ] 2 ) Type 2 - 2 : Configuring a Second Data Field So

(0226 ] The configuration of a second data field in each

0227 ) As to CSI- RSs for a normal CP which are basically

applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2 ( TDD ), when the

number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 as
illustrated in FIG . 3 , 5 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined .
At this point, the number of patterns for transmitting CSI

RSs with 8 antenna ports is 5 in total. Therefore, a second
data field may be configured by bitmap information with 5

bits , and information relating to REs to be muted substan
tially in one subframe regardless of the number of neigh
boring cells as objects of muting can be configured . That is ,
each of total 5 patterns in the case of 8 antenna ports

configured by 8 REs is configured by a bitmap with 5 bits,

[0219 ] As illustrated in FIG . 11 , as to CSI-RSs applied as

when the bitmap information is 0 , muting is performed and
when the bitmap information is 1 , data is transmitted (oth

number of CSI -RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 . At

and muting is performed when the bitmap information is 1) .

an additional option in FS2 ( TDD ), in the case of a normal
CP , 3 types of CSI-RS patterns in total are defined when the

this time, the number of types of patterns for transmitting
manner as described above , this can be configured by bitmap
information with 12 bits .
[ 0220 ] As illustrated in FIG . 13, as to CSI-RSs applied as
an additional option in FS2 ( TDD ), in the case of an
extended CP, 7 types ofCSI-RS patterns in total are defined
when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe
is 8 . At this time, the number of types of patterns for
transmitting CSI-RSs with 2 antenna ports is 28 in total.
CSI-RSs with 2 antenna ports is 12 in total. Therefore , in a

erwise , data is transmitted when the bitmap information is 0 ,

[0228 ] In this manner, if a muting region is determined by
a muting pattern group, when each neighboring cell as an

object of muting transmits CSI-RSs with 2 or 4 antenna
ports , muting is performed like the case of antenna ports .

Therefore, substantially more regions become regions as
objects ofmuting.
[02291. That is , since muted RE regions become large ,
there is a problem of decreasing regions to which data can
be transmitted . However, there is an advantage of reducing
overhead for configuring and signaling muting information .
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[0230 ] As to CSI-RSs for an extended CP which are
basically applied to both of FS1 (FD1) and FS2 ( TDD ),
when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe

is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 7 , 4 CSI-RS patterns in total are

defined . At this point, the number of types of patterns for
transmitting CSI-RSs with 8 antenna ports is 4 , so a second
data field can be configured with bitmap information with 4
bits in a manner described above .
[0231 ] As illustrated in FIG . 11, as to CSI-RSs for a

normal CP which are applied as an additional option in FS2
( TDD ), 3 types of CSI-RS patterns in total are defined when
the number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 .
At this time, the number of types of patterns for transmitting

CSI-RSs with 8 antenna ports is 3 in total. Therefore , in a

manner as described above, a second data field can be

configured by bitmap information with 3 bits .
0232] As illustrated in FIG . 13 , as to CSI-RSs for an
extended CP applied as an additional option in FS2 (TDD ) ,

7 types of CSI-RS patterns in total are defined when the

number of CSI-RS antenna ports in one subframe is 8 . At
this time, the number of types of patterns for transmitting

CSI-RSs with 8 antenna ports is 7 in total. Therefore , in a
manner as described above , a second data field can be

configured by bitmap information with 7 bits.

[ 0233] In the above, a method of muting all REs in the
only specific patterns in a muting pattern group , is applied .

determined muting pattern group , not a method of muting

data field that indicates one or more of a muting pattern
group in one muting subframe and a specific muting pattern

(S1705 ) , a step of receiving CSI-RSs in consideration of

muting (S1710 ); a step of identifying a muting region in a
resource region for data transmission in the serving cell by
using the muting information and identifying a CSI-RS
transmission region of a neighboring cell corresponding
thereto (S1715 ); and a step of acquiring a channel state by
decoding and estimating CSI-RSs of the serving cell and the

neighboring cell in consideration of the muting region

(S1720 ).
[0241 ] In Step S1710, receiving CSI-RSs in consideration
transmitted from a resource region of a neighboring cell
of muting means receiving CSI -RSs of a neighboring cell
corresponding to a partial region muted by the muting

information among a resource region ( PDSCH ) for trans

mitting CSI-RSs of the serving cell and the data of the

serving cell.
[0242 ] The muting information received from the serving

cell in Step S1705 is information indicating a region which
is overlapped with CSI-RSs of the neighboring cell and to
which data is not transmitted . Themuting information may
be configured by the first and second data field described in

relation to FIGS. 2 to 16 .

be signaled through MAC in L2 layer .

[0243 ] Steps S1705 and S1710 described above may be
steps combined into one.
[0244 ] ACSI-RS signal received from the serving cell and
the neighboring cell is a reference signal ( a CSI-RS of the
serving cell) already generated in a region allocated in the
serving cell for transmitting CSI- RS or a reference signal ( a
CSI-RS of the neighboring cell) generated in the resource

[ 02351 One or more of the cases described above may be

region of the neighboring cells corresponding to a region to

selectively adopted according to the specification of a com

munication system to which the present embodiment is

zero power transmission in a resource region (PDSCH ) for

applied for determining a muting region and generating

transmitting data of the serving cell to match with the muting

muting information according to the present embodiment.

information as described above is applied .
[0245 ] The process of identifying a muting region in Step

At this point, a muting pattern group as a reference is based
on 8 antenna ports , but it may be based on 4 CSI-RS antenna

ports .

[0234 ] The muting information generated as above may be

transmitted by an upper layer signaling such as RRC , may
be dynamically transmitted by PDCCH in L1 layer, or may

(0236 For example , depending on the type of the com
munication system , one or more of various types for con
figuring first and second steps are combined to configure the

present invention .

[0237 ] In other words, the present invention may be con
second steps described above, but by combining one or more
figured not by adopting all detailed types in the first and

of various types configuring the first and second steps

configured with its sequence changed , or realized with the

which muting which implies non -transmission of data or

S1715 may include a step of confirming a subframe in which

a muting region is present by identifying a muting duty cycle

and a muting offset using a first data field value of the

received muting information ; a step of determining a muting
pattern group or a specific muting pattern in the muting
subframe using a second data field value ; and a step of
determining a muting region using the determined muting

pattern group or the determined specific muting pattern , but
the process is not limited thereto .
[0246 ] In Step S1720 of acquiring a channel state of the

according to a specification of a communication system , a
configuration of a CSI- RS , a CSI-RS pattern , the number of
CSI- RS antenna ports , a CSI-RS transmission cycle, a
CSI-RS transmission subframe offset, or the like .
[0238 ] FIG . 17 is a flowchart illustrating a method of

serving cell and the neighboring cell in consideration of a
muting region , decoding is performed in a manner of not

[ 0239] A method for acquiring channel information

decoding when the user equipment decodes data received
from the serving cell, a reference signal is decoded by

acquiring channel information in a user equipment using
muting information according to the present embodiment .

according to the present embodiment is to acquire channel

information by receiving a CSI-RS signal from two ormore
cells (base station ). Generally , the method is performed at a

user equipment or at a UE, but the method is not limited
[0240 ] A method for acquiring channel state includes a
step of receiving muting information including a first data
field that indicates a muting duty cycle and a muting offset

thereto .

from a serving cell among two or more cells and a second

considering REs which are muting regions at the time of

decoding CSI-RSs of the neighboring cell which are
region and CSI-RSs of the serving cell which are received in
advance , and then a channel state is measured and acquired
from them . According to this , the efficiency for decoding
CSI-RSs may be improved , and a CSI-RS of each cell can
be correctly decoded by eliminating intervention from a
CSI-RS of the neighboring cell. Therefore , correct channel
estimation becomes possible.
received from a region corresponding to the muted resource
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[0247] FIG . 18 is a block diagram illustrating a configu
ration of a CSI-RS muting information transmission appa
ratus according to the present embodiment.

[0248 ] It is general that the CSI-RS muting information
transmission apparatus according to the present embodiment
is realized in the serving cell of themulticell environment or

the serving base station , or in association with the multicell

environment or the serving base station . The CSI-RS muting
information transmission apparatus is not limited thereto .

(base station ) ( It is assumed that the offset is 3 ), the muting
duty cycle is a multiple of the CSI-RS transmission cycle of

the serving cell (base station ), M = 4 , and signaling is sepa

rately performed by ?log , M = 2 bits with respect how many
bits the number of information bits configuring the first data
field is (as a result , this corresponds to Type 2 - 1 in the first
step described above , 6 bits in total)

02561 2 ) Condition of the second step : This is a case

where it is assumed that a second data field is configured so

[ 0249 ] The CSI-RS muting information transmission
apparatus according to the present embodiment may include

that a specific muting pattern is directly indicated , the
second data field is basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD )

a neighboring cell information receiver 1810 that receives

and FS2 ( TDD ) and is in the case of a normal CP, the number
of CSI-RS antenna ports is 8 , and total 35 types of patterns
(5 types for 8 antennas, 10 types for 4 antennas, and 20 types
for 2 antennas) are indicated with 6 bits (As a result, this
corresponds to Type A in Type 2 - 1 of 2 steps described

neighboring cell information including one or more of a
CSI-RS pattern , the number of CSI-RS antenna ports, a

CSI-RS transmission cycle (Duty Cycle ), and CR -RS trans
neighboring cells in a multicell environment; a muting
region determining unit 1820 that determines a muting
region which is a time/ frequency resource region that over
laps with CSI-RSs of the corresponding neighboring cell in
a resource space thereof and therefore requiresmuting based
on the neighboring cell information ; a muting information
generating unit 1830 that generates muting information
including a first data field which indicates the muting region
and indicates a muting duty cycle and a muting offset and a
second data field which indicates one or more of a muting
pattern group and a specific muting pattern in one muting
subframe; and a muting information transmitter 1840 that
transmits the generated muting information to a user equip
ment (UE ) that receives a CSI-RS .
[ 0250 ] The neighboring cell information receiver 1810
performs a function of receiving one or more units of
information among CSI-RS patterns of each neighboring
mission subframe offset information from one or more

cell, the number of CSI-RS antenna ports , a CSI-RS trans

mission cycle , and CSI-RS transmission subframe offset
information from neighboring cells (Cell B and Cell C in
FIG . 14 ) which is to transmit CSI-RSs thereof to a specific

user equipment in a multicell environment such as COMP.
[0251] The muting region determining unit 1820 performs
a function of determining a muting region which is a
time/ frequency region that overlaps with CSI -RSs of the

corresponding neighboring cell in a resource space thereof
and therefore requires muting for transmitting data of a
serving cell based on the neighboring cell information
received from the neighboring cell .
[0252 ] The muting information generating unit 1830 gen

erates muting information that indicates a muting region
determined by a muting region determining unit . In detail , as

described in relation to FIGS. 2 to 16 , a first data field which

indicates a muting duty cycle and a muting offset and a
second data field which indicates one or more of a muting
pattern group and a specific muting pattern in one muting

subframe are generated and combined to generate final

muting information .
[0253] Such first and second data fields can be determined
by types of combining one or more of various types in the
first and second steps as described in relation to FIG . 16 . To

avoid an overlapped description , a detailed description is
omitted .

[ 0254 ] As an example of the muting information , it is
assumed that a communication system to which the present
embodiment is applied has conditions as follows.
[ 0255 ] 1) Condition of the first step : The muting offset is
identical to CSI -RS transmission offset of the serving cell

above ; it is assumed that there are 6 bits in total, Pattern b

is a muting pattern in the case of 8 antennas , and this is
expressed with “ 000001” )
[0257] In this circumstance , muting information includes
a bit value of a first data field with 6 bits and a bit value of

a second data field with 6 bits . This is configured as

illustrated in FIG . 19 .

0258 ] That is , FIG . 19 illustrates an example of data

format of muting information according to the present
invention .
[0259 ] If it is assumed that the first and second conditions

described above, the muting information 1900 according to

the present embodiment includes a first data field region
1910 configured with 6 bits of “ 101010 ” and a second data
field 1920 configured with with 6 bits of “ 000001” .

(0260) If the meaning of each data field value is described

in detail , a field value of the first data field region 1910
configured with 6 bits of “ 101010 " may be subdivided into

2 bit value (log , M = 2 ) of “ 10 ” indicating a configuration bit
value ( M = 4 ) and a region with 4 bits of “ 1010 ” indicating an
actual muting duty cycle and a muting offset.

[0261] As a result, the value of the first data field
of a CSI-RS transmission cycle of a serving cell ( 10 ms), and

“ 101010 ” has a muting duty cycle of 40 mswhich is 4 times
indicates that a muting subframe is present in the second and

fourth CSI-RS transmission cycle. (It is assumed that “ O ”

meansmuting ON , and “ 1” means muting OFF ) In addition ,

according to the condition of the first step , since the muting

offset is 3 , this means that a fourth subframe ( subframe

number 3 ) in the second and fourth CSI-RS transmission

cycle is a muting subframe.
[0262] In addition , since the second data field value is

" 000001” , this indicates Pattern b in which the number of
CSI -RS antenna ports of the corresponding neighboring cell
is 8 and which is the second pattern among 5 CSI -RS
patterns in total illustrated in FIG . 3, among possible 35
types of patterns in total (5 types of 8 antennas , 10 types of
4 antennas , and 20 types of 2 antennas ) when the second data

field is basically applied to both of FS1 (FDD ) and FS2
8 antennas as illustrated in FIG . 3 are indicated with
" 000000 ” , “ 000001” , “ 000010 ”, “ 00011” , and “ 000100 ” ,
(TDD ) and is in the case of a normal CP. (Patterns a to e with

and Patterns a to j with 4 antennas as illustrated in FIG . 4 are
indicated with “ 000101” , “ 000110 " , " 000111" , or the like, in
sequence)

[0263] It is assumed that the muting information as illus
trated in FIG . 19 considers only one neighboring cell. If the

muting information is configured separately for two ormore
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neighboring cells in a separate manner, muting information
corresponding to the number N of the neighboring cells is
respectively generated .

non - transmission of data from a resource space (PDSCH )
for data transmission of a serving cell so as to be match with

[ 0264 ] FIG . 20 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of

transmission .

frames and resource spaces indicating a state in which

[0272] The muting region identifying unit 2130 performs

CSI -RSs of the actual serving cell are muted based on

a function of identifying a muting region for the serving cell

muting information of FIG . 19 .
[0265 ] According to the muting information of FIG . 19 , in

the muting information described above or zero power

using the muting information received from the serving cell ,

offset and a second data field indicating one or more of a

and more specifically a step of confirming a subframe in
duty cycle and a muting offset using a value of a first data
field of the received value of themuting information ; a step
of deciding a muting pattern group and a specific muting
pattern using a value of a second data field in the corre
sponding muting subframe; and a step of deciding a muting
region using a determined muting pattern or a muting pattern
group . However, the muting region identifying unit is not
limited thereto , and the muting region may be identified
according to the principles as illustrated in FIGS. 19 and 20 .
[0273 ] The channel state acquiring unit 2140 may acquire
a channel state by performing decoding in a manner of
considering the muting region and not considering REs,
which are muting regions, at the time of decoding data
received from the serving cell by a user equipment, decoding
CSI-RSs of the neighboring cells and a CSI-RS of the
serving cell received from resource regions of the neighbor
ing cells corresponding to the muted resource regions to
decode a reference signal, and measuring a channel state
from the reference signal.
[0274 ] Accordingly , the efficiency of decoding of a CSI
RS may be improved , a CSI-RS of each cell can be correctly

muting subframe from a serving cell among two or more

neighboring cell , and therefore the correct channel estima

the second and fourth CSI-RS transmission cycle , a fourth

subframe (subframe number is 3) becomes a muting sub
frame and in the resource space in the subframe, REs
corresponding to Pattern b of FIG . 3 ( indicated with dark
shadows in FIG . 20 ) become muting regions, and in the
region ,muting which is non - allocation of data or zero power
transmission is performed . This can be indicated with ad
frame configuration diagram illustrated in FIG . 20 .
[ 0266 ] FIG . 21 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
a channel state acquiring apparatus using muting informa
tion according to the present embodiment.

102671 The channel information acquiring apparatus
according to the present embodiment acquires channel infor

mation by receiving a CSI-RS signal from two or more cells
(base station ). Generally, the channel information acquiring
apparatus is realized in the user equipment or the UE , or in

association with the same, but it is not limited thereto .
[ 0268 ] The channel state acquiring apparatus according to
the present embodiment may include a muting information

receiver 2110 that receives muting information including a

first data field indicating a muting duty cycle and an muting

muting pattern group and a specific muting pattern in one

cells, a CSI-RS receiver 2120 that receives a CSI-RS signal
in consideration of muting from the serving cell and the

neighboring cell, a muting region identifying unit 2130 that

which a muting region is present by identifying a muting

decoded by eliminating intervention from a CSI-RS of the

tion becomes possible .

[0275 ] In a configuration ofmuting information according

to the present embodiment and a technology of acquiring a

identifies a muting region where data is not received (or data

channel state using thereof, all methods or technologies

with zero power is received ) and a CSI-RS signal of the
neighboring cell is transmitted with being muted , among the
resource space (PDSCH ) for data transmission in consider

illustrated in FIGS. 2 to 16 can be used , and detailed

description thereof is omitted to avoid an overlapped
description .

unit 2140 that acquires a channel state by decoding the

figuration relating to steps of generating muting information

ation of the muting information ; a channel state acquiring

CSI-RS signal in consideration of the muting region .

[0269] The muting information received from the serving

cell is information indicating a region which is overlapped
with CSI -RSs of a neighboring cell and to which data is not
to be transmitted , and the muting information can be con

figured with the first and second data fields described in
relation to FIGS . 2 to 16 .

[ 0270 ] The muting information receiver 2110 performs a

function of receiving muting information which is generated

and transmitted by the serving cell according to one or more

[0276 ] FIG . 22 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed con
according to another embodiment of the present invention .
[0277 ] The embodiment of FIG . 22 is different from the
embodiment of FIG . 16 in that the step of generating muting

information in FIG . 15 includes a first step S2205 of

generating a first data field for determining and indicating a
muting duty cycle and a muting offset, a second step S2210
of generating a second data field for determining and indi
cating muting pattern group information relating to one
subframe, and a third step S2215 of generating a third data
field for determining and indicating a specific muting pattern
in the determined muting pattern group .

combined methods among various methods in the first to
second steps described above, and the muting information
may have a format as illustrated in FIG . 19 or the like, but
the muting information is not limited thereto .
[0271] The CSI-RS receiver 2120 performs a function of

serving cell and performs zero power transmission is con

neighboring cell , and the CSI -RS signal received from the
serving cell and the neighboring cell is a reference signal (a

of FIG . 22 , the muting information is configured by 3 steps
in total. Among the 3 steps, the first step may be performed

receiving a CSI-RS signal from the serving cell and the

CSI-RS of a serving cell) already generated in a region

allocated in the serving cell in order to transmit a CSI-RS or

a reference signal (a CSI-RS of a neighboring cell) gener
ated in a resource region from neighboring cells correspond
ing to a region to which muting is applied which implies

[0278 ] That is , in the embodiment of FIG . 16 , muting

information indicating a muting region to which data is not
transmitted from a base station , which corresponds to a
figured by two steps in total. However, in the embodiment

at the first time, but itmay be performed after the second and

third steps are performed . Further , the information config

ured through the first to third steps is signaled to a user
equipment (UE ), and the corresponding cell performsmut

ing which indicates zero power transmission by not trans
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mitting data to a muting pattern from each neighboring cell
in a subframe corresponding to a muting offset per corre
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tion .

CSI-RS antenna ports are determined based on the cell IDs).
According to this, the muting, pattern groups can be known
per neighboring cell as an object of each muting . Therefore ,
in order to specify a muting pattern group , separate addi

to third steps configuring muting information , that is, the

tional data may not be required . The case of “ 2 )" where a
muting pattern group is defined by a pattern group ID may

sponding muting duty cycle based on the muting informa

[ 0279 ] Herein below , the overall configurations of the first

steps of configuring muting information , the types of the
configured information and the number of bits will be
described in detail .
[0280] However, in the embodiment of FIG . 22 , the first
step of determining a muting duty cycle and a muting offset
and generating a first data field indicating the muting duty
cycle and the muting offset is the same as the first step in the
embodiment of FIG . 16 . Therefore , the description thereof is

omitted to avoid overlapping . Herein below , a description
will be made only to detailed configurations relating to a

second step S2210 of generating a second data field for

determining and indicating muting pattern group information for one subframe and a third step S2215 of generating
a third data field for determining and indicating a specific
muting pattern in the determined muting pattern group .

[0281 ] SECOND STEP IN THE EMBODIMENT OF
FIG . 22
[0282 ] Herein below , each case of the second step S2210
of generating a second data field for determining and indi
cating muting pattern group information is described .
10283 ]. The second step means configuring a second data
field for indicating muting pattern group in one subframe as

muting information .
10284 ] The muting pattern group is a pattern group includ

be subdivided into two types, and these are defined as
[0290 ] 2 ) Based on Pattern Group ID

Methods 2 - 1 and 2 - 2 .

[0291 ] 2 - 1) Method 2 - 1

10292 ] In this case , the number of information bits con
figuring the second data field may be “ the number N of

neighboring cells as objects of mutingx2 to 3 bits” .
[0293 ] Method 2 - 1 relates to a case where CSI -RS patterns
( relating to a case of 8 antenna ports ) of neighboring cells as
objects of muting are configured based on pattern group IDs.
That is , for a normal CP in a general case, 5 CSI-RS patterns

in total for one subframe are defined when the number of

CSI- RS antenna ports is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 3 . Therefore ,

themuting pattern group is one of 5 types and muting pattern
groups are named into pattern group IDs from 0 to 4 and

transmitted with 3 bits . (5 to 7 of the remaining bit values in

the bit values of 3 bits are reserved .)
(0294 ) For an extended CP in a general case , 4 CSI -RS
patterns in total are defined when the number of CSI-RS

antenna ports for one subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 7 .

Therefore, the muting pattern group is one of 4 types and

muting pattern groups are named into pattern group IDs
from 0 to 3 and transmitted with 2 bits .

[0295 ] As in FIGS . 11 and 13, in FS2 (Frame Structure 2 ,

ing 8 REs like the case of 8 CSI-RS antenna ports in a

( excluding DwPTS of special subframe)), as to a CSI -RS
pattern defined as an additional option , for a normal CP,

tion is performed to FS1 ( Frame Structure 1 , FDD ) and FS2
( Frame Structure 2 , TDD (excluding DwPTS of special
subframe )), for a normal CP, when the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports for one subframe is 8 as illustrated in FIG . 3 ,

when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports for one subframe

CSI-RS pattern . In a general case where the same applica

5 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so the muting pattern
group is one of 5 types . For an extended CP, when the
number of CSI-RS antenna ports for one subframe is 8 as
illustrated in FIG . 7, 4 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined ,
so the muting pattern group is one of 4 types.
[ 0285 ] As in FIGS. 11 and 13 , in FS2 ( Frame Structure 2 ,
TDD ( excluding DwPTS of special subframe) ), as to a

CSI-RS pattern defined as an additional option , for a normal
CP, when the number of CSI-RS antenna ports for one

is 8 , 3 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so the muting

pattern group is one of 3 types. Therefore , muting pattern

groups are named into pattern group IDs from 0 to 2 and
transmitted with 2 bits . (3 of the remaining bit value in the

bit values of 2 bits are reserved. ) For an extended CP, when
the number of CSI-RS antenna ports for one subframe is 8 ,

7 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so the muting pattern
group is one of 7 types . Therefore, muting pattern groups are

named into pattern group IDs from 0 to 6 and transmitted

with 3 bits . (7 of the remaining bit value in the bit values of
3 bits are reserved .) The configured information can be
respectively configured per neighboring cell as objects of

subframe is 8 , 3 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so the

muting.

when the number of CSI -RS antenna ports for one subframe
is 8 , 7 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined , so the muting

general case are present. Therefore, a method for configur

muting pattern group is one of 3 types. For an extended . CP,

pattern group is one of 7 types .
[ 0286 ] In this case , a value of the second data field
configuring the second step may be realized by dividing into
two cases of “ 1 ) ” and “ 2 ) ” as described below according to
whether the communication system is based on cell ID or a
pattern group ID .
10287 ] 1 ) Based On Cell ID

[0288] In this case, the number of information bits con
figuring the second data field may be o bit .

[0289 ] When cell IDs of neighboring cells an objects of

muting are known ( for example , when neighboring cells as
objects of muting consist of a COMP set, and the COMP sets

know cell IDs of each other ), CSI-RS patterns of the
neighboring cells as objects ofmuting can be known based

on the cell IDs (when CSI-RS patterns in the case of 8

[0296 ] In FS1 of the normal CP, only 5 patterns in a

ing and transmitting the 5 patterns with 3 bits has been
described . In addition , in FS2 , generally defined 5 patterns

and optionally defined 3 patterns are defined as different

cases , respectively . A method of transmitting the 5 patterns
and the 3 patterns with 3 bits and 2 bits respectively is

described . However, the two cases are combined and 8

patterns in total are configured and transmitted with 3 bits .

[0297 ] 2 -2 ) Method 2 - 2
[0298 ] In Method 2 - 2 , the number of information bits
configuring the second data field may be “ the number N of
neighboring cells as objects of mutingx2 bits” .
[0299 ] In Method 2 -2 , a case of an additional option as in
FIGS. 10 to 13 is not considered , only general cases of FIGS.

2 to 9 are considered , and for a normal CP as in FIG . 3, 5

CSI -RS patterns in total are defined when the number of
CSI-RS antenna ports for one subframe is 8 . At this time, a
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CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell ( a case of 8 antenna ports )

is excluded , and there are 4 cases , and these are expressed

with 2 bits . For example , when possible CSI-RS patterns in
one subframe in total ( a case of 8 antenna ports ) are 5 of “ a ” ,

“ b ” , “ c” , “ d” , and “ e” , and the CSI-RS pattern of the serving
cell (a case of 8 antenna ports ) is “ c” , Pattern “ d ” , which is
the next pattern becomes a muting pattern group if the bit
value is “ 00” , Pattern “ e ” , which is the next pattern becomes
a muting pattern group if the bit value is “ 01” , Pattern “ a ”,
which cyclically turns to the next pattern of Pattern " e"
becomes a muting pattern group if the bit value is “ 10 ” , and
Pattern “ b ” , which is the nextpattern of Pattern “ a” becomes
a muting pattern group if the bit value is “ 11 ” .

[0300 ] In addition , as in FIG . 7 , for an extended CP, when
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for indicating a specific muting pattern in a group according
to the number of antenna ports .

f0309 ) 2 ) A Case Where a UE of a Serving Cell Does Not

Know a Correct Muting Pattern of a Neighboring Cell as an
Object of Muting on Advance

[0310 ] In this case, the number of information bits con

figuring the third data field may be 3 bits.

[0311 ] That is , in this method , when a UE in a serving cell
does not know a correct muting pattern of a neighboring cell
as an object of muting in advance , the serving cell should
inform the corresponding UE of the correct muting pattern .

That is , as to a muting group pattern determined in the
second step (regardless of the determined muting group
pattern is based on cell IDs or based on pattern group IDs),

the number of CSI-RS antenna ports for one subframe is 8 ,
4 CSI-RS patterns in total are defined . As to the 4 possible
CSI-RSs, in the same manner as the case of the normal CP

there will be one specific muting pattern in the case of 8
antenna ports, 2 specific muting patterns in the case of 4

( a case of 8 antenna ports ) is excluded , and 3 muting pattern

[0312] Therefore , 3 -bit information is configured for the 7
cases in total. The configured information can be respec
tively configured per neighboring cell as objects of muting.

of the present method , a CSI-RS pattern of the serving cell

groups is are configured as 2 -bit information . Otherwise , a
CSI-RS pattern ( a case of 8 antenna ports ) is not excluded ,
and 4 muting pattern groups are configured as 2 -bit infor

mation . The configured information can be respectively

configured per neighboring cell as an object of muting.

[0301 ] THIRD STEP IN THE EMBODIMENT OF FIG .
22
[0302 ] Herein below , a detailed configuration of the third

step S2215 of generating a third data field for determining
and indicating a specific muting pattern in the determined

muting pattern group is described .
[ 0303] The third step is a process of configuring informa

antenna ports, and 4 specific muting patterns in the case of
2 antenna ports.

[0313 ] The muting information generated as above may be

transmitted by an upper layer signaling such as RRC , may

be dynamically transmitted by PDCCH in L1 layer, or may
be signaled through MAC in L2 layer in some cases .
[0314 ] One or more of the cases described above may be
selectively adopted according to the specification of a com
munication system to the present embodiment is applied for
determining a muting region and generating muting infor
mation according to the present embodiment.

[0315 ] For example , depending on the type of the com

tion on a concrete specific muting pattern to be substantially
muted in consideration of the number of CSI-RS transmis

munication system , one or more of various types for con
figuring first and second steps are combined to configure the

after a muting pattern group in one subframe is identified .

[0316 ) In other words, the present invention may be con
figured not by adopting all detailed types in the first to third

sion antennas of a neighboring cell as an object of muting
[0304 ] In this case , as in the second step , the field value

configuring the third data field may be o bit when a com

munication system is based on a cell ID , or may be 3- bit
information when a UE of the serving cell does not know a
correct muting pattern of a neighboring cell as an object of

muting in advance .

[0305 ] Herein below , a method of configuring the third

data field will be described by dividing into a case where a
communication system is based on a cell ID and a case
where a UE of a serving cell does not know a correct muting

pattern of a neighboring cell as an object of muting .

present invention .

steps described above , but by combining one or more of
various types configuring the first to third steps according to
a specification of a communication system , a configuration

of a CSI -RS , a CSI-RS pattern , the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports, a CSI-RS transmission cycle , a CSI-RS
transmission subframe offset, or the like .

103171 FIG . 23 is a flowchart illustrating a method for

acquiring channel information in a user equipment using

muting information according to an embodiment of FIG . 22 .
0318 ] The method for acquiring channel information

according the present embodiment is to acquire channel

[0306 ] 1) Based on Cell ID
[0307] In this case , the number of hits configuring the third

information by receiving a CSI- RS signal from two or more
cells (base station ) . Generally , the method is performed in a
user equipment or a UE , but the method is not limited

[ 0308 ] That is , a case where a cell ID of a neighboring cell

thereto .
[0319 ]. The method for acquiring channel state according
to the present embodiment may include a step S2305 of

data field may be 0 bits.

as an object of muting is known in advance ( for example ,

when neighboring cells as objects of muting configures a
COMP set, and the COMP sets know cell Ds of each other ),

and a case where patterns of the neighboring cells as objects

of muting can be known based on the cell IDs and the
CSI-RS pattern is not a grouped pattern for a case of 8

antenna ports, but patterns even for cases of 2 or 4 antenna
ports are specifically known . That is, in the case where

CSI-RS patterns for cases of 2 , 4 , and 8 antenna ports are
specifically determined based on cell IDs, not only a muting
pattern group but also specific muting patterns per neigh
boring cell as an object of each muting can be known
according to this . Therefore , additional data is not required

receiving muting information from a serving cell among two

or more cells , a step S2310 of receiving CSI-RSs in con
region in a resource space for data transmission of the
sideration of muting, a step S2315 of identifying a muting

serving cell using the muting information and identifying a
CSI-RS transmission region of the neighboring cell corre

sponding thereto , and a step S2320 of acquiring a channel

state by decoding or estimating CSI-RSs of the serving cell
or the neighboring cell in consideration of the muting region .
[0320 ] The muting information received from the serving
cell in S2305 is information indicating a region which is
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overlapped with CSI-RSs of the neighboring cell and to
which data is not to be transmitted , and the muting infor
mation can be configured with the first to third data . fields
described in relation to FIGS. 2 to 15 and 22 .

[0321] The steps S2305 and S2310 described above will

be configured with its sequence changed , or realized with the

steps combined into one .
[0322 ] A method for identifying the muting region in
S2315 may include a step of confirming a subframe in which
a muting region is present by identifying a muting duty cycle

and a muting offset using a value of the first data field of the

received muting information , a step of determining a muting

pattern group in the corresponding muting subframeusing a

value of the second data field , a step of a specific muting
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[0330] 3 ) A condition of the third step : a case where a UE
of the serving cell does not know the correctmuting pattern

of the neighboring cell as an object of muting in advance ,
and the number of muting CSI -RS antenna ports is 8

(indicated by “000 " 3 bits in total)
[0331] In this condition, the muting information may
include a bit value of a first data field with 6 bits, and bit
values of the second and third data field of 3 bits, respec
tively , and the muting information may be configured as in
FIG . 24 .
[0332] That is , FIG . 24 illustrates an example of data
format ofmuting information according to an embodiment
of FIG . 22 .
[0333] If it is assumed that the conditions of the first to

pattern in the corresponding muting pattern group using a
value of the third data field , and a step of determining a

third steps described above are satisfied , the muting infor
mation 2400 according to the present embodiment includes

method is not limited thereto .

second data field region 2420 having 3 bits of “ 001" , and a
third data field region 2430 having 3 bits of “ 000 ” .

muting region using the determined muting pattern , but the

[ 0323] The other steps of Steps S2310 , 2320 , and the like
in FIG . 23 are the same as the corresponding steps in FIG .
17 described above. Therefore , the description thereof is

omitted to avoid overlapping.
[ 0324 In addition , when the embodiment in FIG . 22 is
applied , the configuration of CSI-RS muting information

a first data field region 2410 having 6 bits of “ 101010 ” , a

[0334 ] The meaning of a value of each data field is
described in detail as follows. The value of a first data field

having 6 bits of “ 101010 ” may be divided into a 2 -bit value
(log, M = 2 ) of “ 10 ” indicating the number of configuration
bits ( M = 4 ) and a 4 -bit region of “ 1010 ” indicating an actual

transmission apparatus is the same as the case in FIG . 18 , but

muting duty cycle and an muting offset.

1830 will be different a little bit.

“ 10101) ” has a muting duty cycle of 40 ms which is 4 times

only the function of the muting information generating unit

[ 0325 ] That is , when the embodiment of FIG . 22 is
applied, the muting information generating unit of the CSI
RS muting information transmission apparatus is to generate

muting information that can indicate a muting region deter

mined by the muting region determining unit . In more detail,
as described in relation to FIGS. 2 to 15 and 22 , the muting
information generating unit may generate finalmuting infor

mation by generating and combining a first data field indi
cating the muting duty cycle and the muting offset, a second

data field indicating muting pattern group information for
one subframe, and a third data field indicating a specific
muting pattern in the determined muting pattern group .
[ 0326 ] The first to third data field may be determined by
a method of combining one or more of various types of the

first step as described above and the second and third steps

10335 ] As a result, the value of the first data field of

of a CSI-RS transmission cycle ( 10 ms) of the serving cell
(serving cell), and indicates that muting subframes are

present in the second and fourth CSI -RS transmission
cycles. (if it is assumed that “ O ” means muting ON , and “ 1”
means muting OFF ) in addition , according to the condition
of the first step , the muting offset is 3 , so it means that the
fourth subframe ( the subframe number is 3 ) in the second
and fourth CSI-RS transmission cycle is a muting subframe.

[0336 ]. In addition , the value of the second data field of
“ 001” indicates “ b ” which is a second pattern group among
5 CSI-RS patterns in total in FIG . 3 in which the number of
CSI-RS antenna ports is 8 . ( if it is assumed that Pattern

groups “ a ” to “ e ” are indicated by " 000” , “ 001” , “010 ” ,

“ 011” , and “ 100 ” .)

in the embodiment in FIG . 22 , and the detailed description

[0337 ] In addition , since the value of the third data field is
“ 000 ” , it means that the number of CSI-RS antenna ports is

[ 0327) As an example of muting information according to

8 , and the final muting pattern is determined as Pattern " b "
of FIG . 3 , not FIGS. 4 to 5 .

thereof is omitted to avoid overlapping .

an embodiment of FIG . 22 , it is assumed that a communi

cation system to which the present embodiment is applied
has conditions as follows .
[0328 ] A condition of the first step : a case where the
muting offset is the same as the CSI -RS transmission offset
of the serving cell (base station ) ( it is assumed that the offset
is 3 ), the muting duty cycle is a multiple of a CSI-RS
transmission cycle of the serving cell ( base station ), M = 4 ,
and signaling is separately performed with [text missing
or illegible when filed ] = 2 about how many bits the
number of information bits configuring the first data field

[0338 ] It is assumed that themuting information as in FIG .
24 is in consideration of only one neighboring cell, and if
muting information is separately configured per each of two
or more neighboring cells, the muting information may be
generated with a value multiplied by the number N of the
neighboring cells .
[0339] The configuration of a frame and a resource space
indicating a state in which CSI-RSs of an actual serving cell
are muted based on muting information of FIG . 24 is the
same as FIG . 20 illustrated in relation to FIG . 19 .

[0340 ] According to the muting information of FIG . 24,

are . ( as a result, this corresponds to Method 2 - 1 of the first
step described above , 6 bits in total)

fourth subframes (the subframe number is 3 ) in the second

step is performed based on pattern group IDs, 5 CSI-RS

and in the resource spaces of the subframes , REs (which are

[0329 ] 2 ) A condition of the second step : a case where the

patterns in total are defined when the number of CSI-RS
antenna ports is 8 , the muting pattern group is one of five
types, and among the patterns , Pattern “ b ” ( indicated by
" 001” ) is a muting pattern group . ( corresponding to Method

2 -1 of the second step described above, 3 bits in total)

and fourth CSI-RS transmission cycle are muting subframes ,

indicated with dark shadows in FIG . 20 ) corresponding to

Pattern “ b ” of FIG . 3 become muting regions, so muting

which implies non - allocation of data and zero power trans
mission is performed in the regions . This is indicated with a

frame configuration diagram as illustrated in FIG . 20 .
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[0341] In addition , though it is not illustrated , the con
figuration of channel state acquiring apparatus using muting
information according to the embodiment of FIG . 22 is the
same as FIG . 21 . However, the only difference is that the

muting information received from the serving cell config
ures the first to third data field described in relation to FIGS.
2 to 15 and 22 .
10342 ] In addition , the muting information receiver of the
channel state acquiring apparatus using the muting informa

tion according to the embodiment of FIG . 22 receives
muting information generated by the first to third steps

described above, and the muting region identifying unit may
include a step of confirming a subframe in which a muting
region is present by identifying a muting duty cycle and a
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the computer program can be easily conceived by an ordi
narily skilled person in the technical field of the present
invention . Such a computer program may implement the
embodiments of the present invention by being stored in a

computer readable storage medium , and being read and

executed by a computer. A magnetic recording medium , an
optical recording medium , a carrier wave medium , or the

like may be employed as the storage medium .
[0346 ] In addition , since terms, such as “ including,”
" comprising ," and “ having” mean that one or more corre
sponding components may exist unless they are specifically

described to the contrary , it shall be construed that one or
more other components can be included . All of the termi
nologies containing one or more technical or scientific

muting offset using a value of a first data field of the received

terminologies have the same meanings that persons skilled

group in the corresponding muting subframe using a value

otherwise . A term ordinarily used like that defined by a

muting information , a step of deciding a muting pattern

of a second data field in the corresponding muting subframe,

a step of deciding a specific muting pattern in the corre
sponding muting pattern group using a value of a third data
field , and a step of deciding a muting region using a

determined muting pattern .

[0343] The other functions of channel state acquiring unit
or the like are the same as described in relation to FIG . 21.

Therefore , the detailed description thereof is omitted to
avoid overlapping. The use of the embodiments described

above provides an effect of providing simple and effective

ways to reduce overhead to the maximum by configuring
and transmitting signaling information on a part for per

forming muting in a resource space of a CSI-RS signal to be
transmitted to each user equipment by a base station accord

in the art understand ordinarily unless they are not defined
dictionary shall be construed that it has a meaning equal to

that in the context of a related description , and shall not be

construed in an ideal or excessively formalmeaning unless

it is clearly defined in the present specification .
[0347] Although a preferred embodiment of the present

invention has been described for illustrative purposes , those
skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications ,
additions and substitutions are possible , without departing
from the scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the

accompanying claims. Therefore , the embodiments dis
closed in the present invention are intended to illustrate the
scope of the technical idea of the present invention , and the

scope of the present invention is not limited by the embodi

ment. The scope of the present invention shall be construed

ing to each circumstances, that is, muting information , in

on the basis of the accompanying claims in such a manner

figuring multicells such as a COMP set, the number of
CSI-RS antenna ports of each of the neighboring cells , a

equivalent to the claims belong to the present invention .
1 .- 19 . ( canceled )

consideration of CSI-RS patterns of neighboring cells con

muting duty cycle (period or cycle ) in time frequency, an
offset, and the like.
[0344] In addition , there is an effect of allowing for correct
CSI-RS decoding and therefore precisely performing chan
nel state estimation since a serving cell in a multicell
environment generates and transmits CSI-RSs of which
regions overlapped with CSI-RSs of the neighboring cell are

muted .

03451 Even if it was described above that all of the
components of an embodiment of the present invention are

coupled as a single unit or coupled to be operated as a single

unit , the present invention is not necessarily limited to such
more components may be selectively coupled to be operated

an embodiment. That is , among the components , one or

as one or more units. In addition , although each of the
components may be implemented as an independent hard
ware , some or all of the components may be selectively
combined with each other, so that they can be implemented
as a computer program having one or more program mod
ules for executing some or all of the functions combined in
one or more hardwares . Codes and code segments forming

that all of the technical ideas included within the scope

20. A base station to transmit Channel State Information
Reference Signal (CSI -RS) information , comprising:
a processor configured to generate CSI -RS information
including an offset of zero power transmission sub

frames and a CSI-RS zero power configuration list

having an n - bit bitmap , wherein each bit of the n - bit

bitmap indicating whether to apply zero power trans
mission in the zero power transmission subframes ; and
a transmitter configured to transmit the CSI-RS informa
tion to a user equipment.

21 . A method of transmitting Channel State Information
prising:

Reference Signal (CSI-RS ) information , the method com

generating CSI-RS information including an offset of zero

power transmission subframes and a CSI-RS zero

power configuration list having an n -bit bitmap ,

wherein each bit of the n -bit bitmap indicating whether
to apply zero power transmission in the zero power

transmission subframes ; and

transmitting the CSI-RS information to a user equipment.
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